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RESUMEN
Presentamos nuevos datos espectrofotom etricos de las regiones H II Gal acticas
M8 y M17. Los datos se obtuvieron a trav es del espectr ografo echelle UVES del
VLT en el intervalo entre los 3100 y los 10400  A. Medimos las intensidades de 375
y 260 l neas de emisi on en M8 y M17, respectivamente, incrementando de forma
signicativa el n umero de l neas identicadas en estas nebulosas. La mayor a de
las l neas detectadas son permitidas. Calculamos las temperaturas y densidades
electr onicas usando diferentes diagn osticos, y determinamos las abundancias i onicas
de He+, C++, O+ and O++ a partir de l neas debidas  unicamente a recombinaci on,
as  como las abundancias de un gran n umero de iones de diferentes elementos usando
l neas de excitaci on colisional. Obtuvimos estimaciones consistentes de t2 usando
diferentes indicadores independientes. Detectamos l neas de emisi on de la serie
de Balmer de deuterio en M8, hasta D; tambi en mostramos que sus intensidades
son consistentes con el hecho de que la uorescencia del continuo es el principal
mecanismo de excitaci on de estas l neas.
ABSTRACT
We present new echelle spectrophotometry of the Galactic H II regions M8
and M17. The data have been taken with the VLT UVES echelle spectrograph
in the 3100 to 10400  A range. We have measured the intensities of 375 and 260
emission lines in M8 and M17 respectively, increasing signicatively the number of
emission lines measured in previous spectrophotometric studies of these nebulae.
Most of the detected lines are permitted lines. Electron temperatures and densities
have been determined using dierent diagnostics. We have derived He+, C++, O+
and O++ ionic abundances from pure recombination lines. We have also derived
abundances from collisionally excited lines for a large number of ions of dierent
elements. Highly consistent estimations of t2 have been obtained by using dierent
independent indicators; the values are moderate and very similar to those obtained
in other Galactic H II regions. We report the detection of deuterium Balmer emis-
sion lines, up to D, in M8 and show that their intensities are consistent with
continuum uorescence as their main excitation mechanism.
Key Words: H II REGIONS | ISM: ABUNDANCES | ISM: INDIVID-
UAL: M8, M17 | LINE: IDENTIFICATION
1Instituto de Astrof sica de Canarias, Spain.
2Instituto de Astronom a, Universidad Nacional
Aut onoma de M exico, Mexico.
3Instituto Nacional de Astrof sica,  Optica y Electr onica,
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1. INTRODUCTION
This is the last of a series of 5 papers devoted
to present results of long-exposure high-spectral-
resolution spectral data taken with the VLT UVES
echelle spectrograph with the aim of obtaining ac-
curate measurements of very faint permitted lines of
heavy element ions in Galactic H II regions. Our
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4 GARC IA-ROJAS ET AL.
sample consists of eight of the brightest Galactic
H II regions which cover a range of Galactocentric
distances from 6.3 to 10.4 kpc (assuming the Sun
to be at 8 kpc from the Galactic center). The ob-
jects whose data have already been published are:
NGC 3576 (Garc a-Rojas et al. 2004), the Orion
Nebula (Esteban et al. 2004), S 311 (Garc a-Rojas
et al. 2005), M16, M20, and NGC 3603 (Garc a-
Rojas et al. 2006).
Along this project we have detected and mea-
sured an unprecedented large number of emission
lines in all the H II regions analyzed, which could
improve the knowledge of the nebular gas conditions
and abundances. We have derived chemical abun-
dances of C++ and O++ from several recombination
lines of C II and O II, avoiding the problem of line
blending in all the H II regions of our sample. The
high signal-to-noise ratio of the VLT spectra of M8
and M17 has allowed us to detect and measure more
C++ and O++ RLs than in previous works (i.e., Es-
teban et al. 1999b, hereinafter EPTGR, in M8 and
Esteban et al. 1999a, hereinafter EPTG, in M17);
also, the reliability of the line determinations has
increased signicantly with respect to the previous
detections. From the observations of all the objects
of our project, Esteban et al. (2005) obtained {for
the rst time{ the radial gas-phase C and O gradi-
ents of the Galactic disk making use of RLs, which
are, in principle, better for abundance determina-
tions because the ratio X+p/H+ from RLs is almost-
independent of the temperature structure of the neb-
ula. A reliable determination of these gradients is of
paramount importance for chemical evolution mod-
els of our Galaxy (see Carigi et al. 2005).
The fact that ionic abundances determined from
the intensity of collisionally excited lines (CELs) are
systematically lower (with factors ranging from 1.3
to 2.8) than those determined by recombination lines
(RLs) is far from being completely understood, and
has led to the so-called \abundance discrepancy"
problem. This problem is clearly present in Galac-
tic H II regions (see Peimbert, Torres-Peimbert, &
Dufour 1993; Tsamis et al. 2003, and all papers re-
lated to this project). In the case of extragalac-
tic studies, only a few works have been developed
with the aim of detecting the faint recombination
lines: Esteban et al. (2002) for M33 and M101, Pe-
imbert (2003) and Tsamis et al. (2003) for the Magel-
lanic Clouds, Peimbert, Peimbert, & Ruiz (2005) for
NGC 6822. Moreover, L opez-S anchez et al. (2007)
have, for NGC 5253, estimated abundance discrep-
ancies rather similar to those of the Galactic objects.
One of the probable causes of the abundance
discrepancy is the presence of spatial variations in
the temperature structure of the nebulae (Torres-
Peimbert, Peimbert, & Daltabuit 1980). Tempera-
ture uctuations may produce the discrepancy due
to the dierent functional dependence of the line
emissivities of CELs and RLs on the electron tem-
perature, which is stronger {exponential{ in the
case of CELs. Temperature uctuations have been
parametrized traditionally by t2, the mean-square
temperature uctuation of the gas (see Peimbert
1967; Peimbert & Costero 1969; Peimbert 1971, for a
detailed formulation). It is a well known result that
photoionization codes cannot reproduce the tem-
perature uctuations found in gaseous nebulae, but
there are mainly two possibilities to explain them:
rst, there might be an additional important source
of energy producing such uctuations, which has not
been taken into account by photoionization models;
second, there could be density inhomogeneities (Vie-
gas & Clegg 1994) or chemical inhomogeneities (see
Tsamis & P equignot 2005, and references therein)
that produce temperature variations. The physical
processes that may cause such temperature uctua-
tions are still a subject of controversy. Reviews of the
relevant processes can be found in Esteban (2002),
Torres-Peimbert & Peimbert (2003), and Peimbert
& Peimbert (2006). Additionally, there are some
very recent works devoted to this topic: e.g., Gi-
ammanco & Beckman (2005) have proposed ioniza-
tion by cosmic rays as an additional source of energy
to reproduce the temperature uctuations observed
in H II regions; and Tsamis & P equignot (2005) have
developed photoionization models for 30 Doradus in
the Large Magellanic Cloud that reproduce observed
temperature uctuations through chemical inhomo-
geneities (inclusions) due to the infall of material nu-
cleosynthetically processed in supernova events. Fur-
ther studies are needed to understand this problem.
Several spectrophotometric works devoted to the
chemical composition of M8 and M17 have been car-
ried out previously. For M8, there are several low
and intermediate spectral resolution studies (Rubin
1969; Peimbert & Costero 1969; S anchez & Peim-
bert 1991; Peimbert et al. 1993; Rodr guez 1999b)
and one high spectral resolution study (EPTGR).
The chemical abundances of M17 have been studied
using low resolution spectroscopy (Rubin 1969; Pe-
imbert & Costero 1969; Peimbert, Torres-Peimbert,
& Ruiz 1992; Rodr guez 1999b; Tsamis et al. 2003)
and high-spectral resolution data (EPTG).
In this paper we make a reappraisal of the chem-
ical composition of M8 and M17 in the same slit po-©
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THE H II REGIONS M8 AND M17 5
sition observed by EPTGR in M8 and in one of the
positions observed by EPTG in M17 (position 14),
by means of new echelle spectrophotometry obtained
with the ESO Very Large Telescope. Our new ob-
servations increase signicantly the number of lines
detected and the quality of the measured line inten-
sities for these two nebulae.
In xx 2 and 3 we describe the observations, the
data reduction, and line intensity determination pro-
cedures. In x 4 we obtain temperatures and densities
using several diagnostic ratios. In x 5 we briey an-
alyze the recombination spectra of He I and derive
the He+/H+ ratio. In x 6 we give the ionic abun-
dances determined from CELs. In x 7 we use RLs to
derive O and C ionic abundances. In x 8 we present
the total abundances. We report the detection of
deuterium Balmer lines in x 9. In xx 10 and 11 we
present the comparison with previous results and the
conclusions, respectively.
2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
The observations were made on 2002 March 11
with the Ultraviolet Visual Echelle Spectrograph,
UVES (D'Odorico et al. 2000), at the VLT Kueyen
Telescope in Cerro Paranal Observatory (Chile). We
used the standard settings in both the red and blue
arms of the spectrograph, covering the region from
3100 to 10400  A . The log of the observations is pre-
sented in Table 1.
TABLE 1
JOURNAL OF OBSERVATIONS
Exp. time (s)
 ( A) M8 M17
3000{3900 30, 3  300 30, 3  300
3800{5000 30, 3  800 60, 3  800
4700{6400 30, 3  300 30, 3  300
6300{10400 30, 3  800 60, 3  800
The wavelength regions 5783{5830  A and 8540{
8650  A were not observed due to a gap between
the two CCDs used in the red arm. There are also
ve small gaps that were not observed, 9608{9612
 A, 9761{9767  A, 9918{9927  A, 10080{10093  A and
10249{10264  A, because the ve redmost orders did
not t completely within the CCD. We took long and
short exposure spectra to check for possible satura-
tion eects.
The slit was oriented east-west and the atmo-
spheric dispersion corrector (ADC) was used to keep
the same observed region within the slit regardless of
the air mass value (the averaged secz are  1.4 for
M17 and  1.85 for M8). The slit width was set to
3.000 and the slit length was set to 1000 in the blue arm
and to 1200 in the red arm; the slit width was chosen
to maximize the S/N ratio of the emission lines and
to maintain the required resolution to separate most
of the weak lines needed for this project. The eec-
tive resolution for the lines at a given wavelength is
approximately   =8800. The center of the slit
was located in the same position as in EPTGR for
M8 (labeled as HGS) and is coincident with position
14 of EPTG for M17. The nal 1D spectra were
extracted from an area of 3008.300.
The spectra were reduced using the IRAF6
echelle reduction package, following the standard
procedure of bias subtraction, atelding, aperture
extraction, wavelength calibration and ux calibra-
tion. The standard star EG 247 was observed for ux
calibration. We have not attempted sky subtraction
from the spectra due to the slit length being much
smaller than the objects; also, the spectral resolution
of our data permit us to clearly distinguish among
the telluric lines and the nebular ones.
3. LINE INTENSITIES AND REDDENING
CORRECTION
Line intensities were measured integrating all the
ux in the line between two given limits and over a
local continuum estimated by eye. In the cases of line
blending, a multiple Gaussian prole t procedure
was applied to obtain the line ux of each individual
line. Most of these measurements were made with
the SPLOT routine of the IRAF package. In some
cases of very tight blends or blends with very bright
telluric lines the analysis was performed via Gaussian
tting making use of the Starlink DIPSO software
(Howarth & Murray 1990).
Table 2 presents the emission line intensities of
M8 and M17, respectively. The rst and fourth
columns include the adopted laboratory wavelength,
0, and the observed wavelength in the heliocentric
framework, . The second and third columns show
the ion and the multiplet number, or series, for each
line. The fth and sixth columns list the observed
ux relative to H, F(), and the ux corrected for
reddening relative to H, I(). The seventh column
includes the fractional error (1) in the line intensi-
ties relative to H, I(). Errors were derived follow-
6IRAF is distributed by NOAO, which is operated by
AURA, under cooperative agreement with NSF.©
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6 GARC IA-ROJAS ET AL.
TABLE 2
OBSERVED AND REDDENING-CORRECTED LINE FLUXES WITH RESPECT TO F(H)=100
0 obs err Notes
( A) Ion Mult. ( A) F() I()
a (%)
b
M 8
3187.84 He I 3 3187.70 0.944 0.315 13
3354.55 He I 8 3354.54 0.146 0.137 19
3447.59 He I 7 3447.53 0.181 0.222 17
3487.73 He I 42 3487.70 0.057 0.075 :
3498.66 He I 40 3498.61 0.035 0.047 :
3512.52 He I 38 3512.48 0.096 0.128 27
3530.50 He I 36 3530.46 0.092 0.124 28
3554.42 He I 34 3554.39 0.163 0.221 17
3587.28 He I 32 3587.24 0.181 0.242 17
3613.64 He I 6 3613.61 0.291 0.381 12
3634.25 He I 28 3634.20 0.300 0.385 12
3656.10 H I H37 3656.08 0.036 0.045 :
3657.27 H I H36 3657.24 0.088 0.110 29
3657.92 H I H35 3657.89 0.106 0.134 25
3658.64 H I H34 3658.60 0.111 0.139 24
3659.42 H I H33 3659.39 0.143 0.179 19
3660.28 H I H32 3660.24 0.161 0.202 17
3661.22 H I H31 3661.18 0.196 0.246 16
3662.26 H I H30 3662.23 0.212 0.266 15
3663.40 H I H29 3663.37 0.236 0.295 14
3664.68 H I H28 3664.62 0.271 0.338 12
3666.10 H I H27 3666.05 0.299 0.374 12
3667.68 H I H26 3667.64 0.360 0.449 11
3669.47 H I H25 3669.42 0.386 0.481 10
3671.48 H I H24 3671.43 0.425 0.528 10
3673.76 H I H23 3673.71 0.461 0.573 10
3676.37 H I H22 3676.32 0.505 0.627 9
3679.36 H I H21 3679.30 0.567 0.702 9
3682.81 H I H20 3682.76 0.587 0.727 9
3686.83 H I H19 3686.79 0.652 0.805 9
3691.56 H I H18 3691.51 0.776 0.956 9
3697.15 H I H17 3697.10 0.954 1.174 8
3703.86 H I H16 3703.80 1.065 1.308 8
3705.04 He I 25 3704.97 0.412 0.506 11
3711.97 H I H15 3711.92 1.276 1.566 8
3721.83 [S III] 2F 3721.81 2.260 2.772 8
3721.94 H I H14
3726.03 [O II] 1F 3726.01 100.407 123.200 8
3728.82 [O II] 1F 3728.77 70.305 86.287 8
3734.37 H I H13 3734.32 1.908 2.343 8
3750.15 H I H12 3750.10 2.378 2.933 8
3770.63 H I H11 3770.58 3.066 3.818 8
3784.89 He I 64 3784.88 0.019 0.023 23
3797.90 H I H10 3797.85 4.040 5.132 8
3805.78 He I 63 3805.64 0.030 0.039 17
3819.61 He I 20 3819.58 0.694 0.902 8
? 3831.14 0.013 0.017 30 c
3831.66 S II 3831.64 0.021 0.027 21 c
3833.57 He I 62 3833.50 0.025 0.033 18
3835.39 H I H9 3835.33 5.567 7.245 8
3838.37 N II 30 3838.23 0.019 0.025 22
3853.66 Si II 1 3853.61 0.011 0.015 33
3856.02 Si II 1 3855.98 0.145 0.189 9
3856.13 O II 12
3862.59 Si II 1 3862.56 0.089 0.116 11
3867.48 He I 20 3867.45 0.053 0.069 8
3868.75 [Ne III] 1F 3868.63 2.874 3.751 8
3871.60 He I 60 3871.75 0.054 0.071 11
3888.65 He I 2 3888.93 10.850 14.177 7©
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THE H II REGIONS M8 AND M17 7
TABLE 2 (CONTINUED)
0 obs err Notes
( A) Ion Mult. ( A) F() I()
a (%)
b
3889.05 H I H8
3918.98 C II 4 3918.90 0.044 0.057 13
3920.68 C II 4 3920.61 0.093 0.122 9
3926.53 He I 58 3926.50 0.076 0.100 10
3935.94 He I 57 3935.88 0.016 0.021 25
3964.73 He I 5 3964.69 0.603 0.787 8
3967.46 [Ne III] 1F 3967.33 0.875 1.142 8
3969.00 D I D7 3968.86 0.011 0.014 35
3970.07 H I H7 3970.02 12.141 15.842 8
3998.76 S II 59 3998.68 0.012 0.016 32
4008.36 [Fe III] 4F 4008.30 0.017 0.022 25
4009.22 He I 55 4009.22 0.116 0.151 9
4023.98 He I 54 4023.99 0.008 0.010 :
4026.08 N II 40 4026.17 1.272 1.664 8
4026.21 He I 18
4068.60 [S II] 1F 4068.54 1.235 1.618 8
4069.62 O II 10 4069.65 0.049 0.064 12
4069.89 O II 10
4072.15 O II 10 4072.07 0.023 0.031 19
4076.35 [S II] 1F 4076.28 0.431 0.565 8
4100.62 D I D6 4100.49 0.013 0.017 30
4101.74 H I H6 4101.69 19.551 26.190 3
4119.22 O II 20 4119.20 0.006 0.008 :
4120.84 He I 16 4120.78 0.101 0.134 6
4121.48 O II 19 4121.31 0.009 0.012 39
4132.80 O II 19 4132.73 0.010 0.014 35
4143.76 He I 53 4143.71 0.181 0.238 4
4153.30 O II 19 4153.17 0.021 0.028 19
4156.54 O II 19 4156.23 0.010 0.014 35 d
4168.97 He I 52 4168.98 0.036 0.046 13
4169.22 O II 19
4243.97 [Fe II] 21F 4243.95 0.019 0.024 21
4267.15 C II 6 4267.09 0.177 0.222 4
4276.75 O II 67b 4276.73 0.017 0.022 23
4276.83 [Fe II] 21F
4287.40 [Fe II] 7F 4287.33 0.047 0.058 10
4303.61 O II 66 4303.65 0.019 0.023 21
4303.82 O II 53
4317.14 O II 2 4316.99 0.009 0.011 38
4319.63 O II 2 4319.55 0.006 0.008 :
4326.40 O I 4326.27 0.015 0.019 25
4339.29 D I D5 4339.14 0.016 0.019 25
4340.47 H I H5 4340.41 37.684 45.925 3
4345.55 O II 65c 4345.45 0.018 0.022 22
4345.56 O II 2
4349.43 O II 2 4349.31 0.016 0.020 24
4352.78 [Fe II] 21F 4352.74 0.010 0.012 37
4359.34 [Fe II] 7F 4359.27 0.034 0.041 13
4363.21 [O III] 2F 4363.12 0.236 0.286 4
4366.89 O II 2 4366.73 0.013 0.015 29
4368.15 O I 5 4368.16 0.043 0.052 11
4368.25 O I 5
4387.93 He I 51 4387.89 0.358 0.428 3
4413.78 [Fe II] 7F 4413.71 0.025 0.029 17
4416.27 [Fe II] 6F 4416.23 0.028 0.033 15
4432.35 [Fe II] 6F 4432.40 0.006 0.007 :
4437.55 He I 50 4437.51 0.051 0.059 10
4452.10 [Fe II] 7F 4452.02 0.018 0.021 22
4452.37 O II 5
4457.95 [Fe II] 6F 4457.86 0.007 0.009 :
4463.58 S II 4463.51 0.012 0.014 30
4471.48 He I 14 4471.45 3.014 3.482 3
4474.90 [Fe II] 7F 4474.82 0.008 0.009 :©
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8 GARC IA-ROJAS ET AL.
TABLE 2 (CONTINUED)
0 obs err Notes
( A) Ion Mult. ( A) F() I()
a (%)
b
4483.43 S II 43 4483.42 0.009 0.010 :
4487.41 O I] 4487.35 0.010 0.011 37 c
4491.07 C II 4491.19 0.010 0.011 37
4491.23 O II 86a
4590.97 O II 15 4590.92 0.004 0.005 :
4607.06 [Fe III] 3F 4607.07 0.037 0.040 12
4607.16 N II 5
4621.39 N II 5 4621.34 0.020 0.022 20
4628.05 [Ni II] 4F 4628.04 0.006 0.006 :
4630.54 N II 5 4630.48 0.026 0.028 16
4638.86 O II 1 4638.71 0.031 0.034 14
4641.81 O II 1 4641.69 0.040 0.043 12
4643.06 N II 5 4643.05 0.017 0.018 23
4649.13 O II 1 4649.02 0.039 0.041 12
4650.84 O II 1 4650.71 0.029 0.032 15
4658.10 [Fe III] 3F 4658.10 0.495 0.530 3
4661.63 O II 1 4661.44 0.033 0.036 13
4667.01 [Fe III] 3F 4666.92 0.023 0.025 18
4676.24 O II 1 4676.16 0.016 0.017 25
4701.62 [Fe III] 3F 4701.56 0.136 0.143 5
4711.37 [Ar IV] 1F 4711.16 0.014 0.014 28
4713.14 He I 12 4713.12 0.323 0.339 3
4733.91 [Fe III] 3F 4733.88 0.045 0.046 11
4740.16 [Ar IV] 1F 4740.00 0.012 0.013 30
4754.83 [Fe III] 3F 4754.72 0.095 0.098 6
4769.60 [Fe III] 3F 4769.44 0.047 0.049 10
4777.78 [Fe III] 3F 4777.69 0.022 0.023 19
4788.13 N II 20 4788.09 0.014 0.014 27
4803.29 N II 20 4803.27 0.011 0.011 33
4814.55 [Fe II] 20F 4814.47 0.028 0.029 17
4815.51 S II 9 4815.49 0.024 0.025 19
4860.03 D I D4 4859.85 0.037 0.036 12
4861.33 H I H4 4861.27 100.000 100.000 3
4881.00 [Fe III] 2F 4881.01 0.197 0.193 4
4889.63 [Fe III] 4F 4889.58 0.012 0.012 30
4889.70 [Fe III] 3F
4921.93 He I 48 4921.88 0.952 0.924 3
4924.50 [Fe III] 2F 4924.45 0.030 0.029 16
4924.50 O II 28
4930.50 [Fe III] 1F 4930.62 0.010 0.010 39
4931.32 [O III] 1F 4931.15 0.022 0.021 23
4958.91 [O III] 1F 4958.83 34.553 33.066 3
4985.90 [Fe III] 2F 4985.94 0.051 0.048 11
4987.20 [Fe III] 2F 4987.33 0.045 0.042 12
4994.37 N II 94 4994.45 0.021 0.020 23
5001.47 N II 19 5001.39 0.034 0.032 16
5006.84 [O III] 1F 5006.85 101.963 95.932 3
5011.30 [Fe III] 1F 5011.36 0.060 0.057 10
5015.68 He I 4 5015.71 1.946 1.825 3
5041.03 Si II 5 5041.07 0.141 0.131 5
5047.74 He I 47 5047.80 0.204 0.189 4
5055.98 Si II 5 5056.05 0.218 0.201 4
5056.31 Si II 5
5146.70 [Fe III] 5146.62 0.018 0.016 27
5158.78 [Fe II] 19F 5158.84 0.057 0.051 10
5191.82 [Ar III] 1F 5191.77 0.034 0.030 15
5197.90 [N I] 1F 5197.91 0.228 0.201 4
5200.26 [N I] 1F 5200.27 0.143 0.126 5
5261.61 [Fe II] 19F 5261.63 0.033 0.028 16
5270.30 [Fe III] 1F 5270.57 0.310 0.267 4
5273.35 [Fe II] 18F 5273.40 0.019 0.016 25
5299.00 O I 26 5298.97 0.028 0.024 18
5342.38 C II 17.06 5342.40 0.013 0.011 35©
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THE H II REGIONS M8 AND M17 9
TABLE 2 (CONTINUED)
0 obs err Notes
( A) Ion Mult. ( A) F() I()
a (%)
b
5412.00 [Fe III] 1F 5412.14 0.030 0.024 17
5432.77 S II 6 5432.90 0.018 0.015 27
5453.81 S II 6 5453.86 0.021 0.017 23
5512.77 O I 25 5512.63 0.018 0.015 26
5517.71 [Cl III] 1F 5517.67 0.514 0.410 3
5537.88 [Cl III] 1F 5537.85 0.497 0.395 3
5555.03 O I 24 5554.91 0.024 0.019 20
5577.34 [O I] 3F 5577.33 0.033 0.026 16
5666.64 N II 3 5666.60 0.035 0.027 15
5676.02 N II 3 5676.01 0.019 0.015 25
5679.56 N II 3 5679.59 0.045 0.034 13
5686.21 N II 3 5686.34 0.012 0.009 36
5710.76 N II 3 5710.82 0.014 0.010 32
5754.64 [N II] 3F 5754.58 1.275 0.952 3
5875.64 He I 11 5875.61 13.666 9.868 3
5927.82 N II 28 5927.83 0.019 0.014 25
5931.79 N II 28 5931.78 0.028 0.020 18
5957.56 Si II 4 5957.55 0.071 0.050 9
5958.58 O I 23 5958.39 0.031 0.022 17
5978.83 Si II 4 5978.91 0.162 0.113 5
6046.44 O I 22 6046.27 0.083 0.057 8
6151.27 C II 16.04 6151.53 0.014 0.009 32
6151.54 C II 16.04
6300.30 [O I] 1F 6300.18 1.028 0.663 3
6312.10 [S III] 3F 6312.02 2.089 1.344 3
6347.11 Si II 2 6347.08 0.292 0.186 4
6363.78 [O I] 1F 6363.66 0.353 0.224 4
6371.36 Si II 2 6371.31 0.175 0.111 5
6401.50 [Ni III] 2F 6401.29 0.013 0.008 34
6402.25 Ne I 1 6402.22 0.031 0.019 17
6461.95 C II 17.04 6461.87 0.040 0.025 14
6462.13 C II 17.04
6527.10 [N II] 1F 6527.21 0.032 0.019 16
6533.80 [Ni III] 2F 6533.72 0.099 0.060 7 e
6548.03 [N II] 1F 6548.02 54.367 32.924 3
6561.04 D I D3 6560.82 0.131 0.079 6
6562.82 H I H3 6562.73 445.498 286.685 3
6578.05 C II 2 6577.99 0.437 0.262 3
6583.41 [N II] 1F 6583.38 170.515 102.331 3
6666.80 [Ni II] 2F 6666.72 0.016 0.009 29
6678.15 He I 46 6678.08 4.878 2.857 3
6716.47 [S II] 2F 6716.37 15.711 9.113 3
6730.85 [S II] 2F 6730.76 20.899 12.078 3
6855.88 He I 1/12 6855.90 0.010 0.005 : f
6933.91 He I 1/13 6933.68 0.015 0.008 37 g
7002.23 O I 21 7001.98 0.099 0.054 6
7065.28 He I 10 7065.17 5.697 3.024 3
7111.47 C I
3D-
3F
0 7111.35 0.008 0.004 :
7113.18 C I
3D-
3F
0 7113.06 0.007 0.003 :
7115.17 C I
3D-
3F
0 7115.10 0.007 0.004 :
7135.78 [Ar III] 1F 7135.72 19.253 10.038 3
7155.14 [Fe II] 14F 7155.08 0.068 0.035 9
7160.58 He I 1/10 7160.53 0.027 0.014 21
7231.34 C II 3 7231.22 0.146 0.074 5
7236.19 C II 3 7236.34 0.220 0.112 4
7281.35 He I 45 7281.27 0.920 0.462 3
7298.05 He I 1/9 7298.00 0.040 0.020 14
7318.39 [O II] 2F 7318.95 1.482 0.738 3
7319.99 [O II] 2F 7320.04 6.592 3.281 3
7329.66 [O II] 2F 7329.61 3.824 1.899 3
7330.73 [O II] 2F 7330.69 3.604 1.789 3
7377.83 [Ni II] 2F 7377.77 0.098 0.048 6
7388.17 [Fe II] 14F 7388.09 0.010 0.005 :©
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10 GARC IA-ROJAS ET AL.
TABLE 2 (CONTINUED)
0 obs err Notes
( A) Ion Mult. ( A) F() I()
a (%)
b
7411.61 [Ni II] 2F 7411.58 0.014 0.007 :
7423.64 N I 3 7423.48 0.023 0.011 25
7442.30 N I 3 7442.13 0.044 0.021 13
7452.54 [Fe II] 14F 7452.48 0.024 0.011 24
7459.30 Ca I] 7459.14 0.007 0.003 : c, e
7468.31 N I 3 7468.13 0.074 0.035 8
7477.10 Si I 7477.22 0.009 0.004 :
7499.85 He I 1/8 7499.81 0.067 0.032 9
? 7513.08 0.014 0.007 39
7519.50 C II 16.08 7519.80 0.009 0.004 :
7519.86 C II 16.08
7751.10 [Ar III] 2F 7751.08 5.993 2.679 3
7771.94 O I 1 7771.86 0.066 0.029 9
7801.79 V I 7801.71 0.006 0.002 : c
7816.13 He I 1/7 7816.08 0.115 0.051 6
7837.85 [Co I] 7837.64 0.017 0.007 34
7862.85 Fe II] 7862.65 0.005 0.002 : c
7875.99 [P II]
1D-
1S 7875.67 0.010 0.004 :
7889.90 [Ni III] 1F    e
7959.70 N I 7959.75 0.010 0.004 : c
8116 He I 4/16 8116.39 0.015 0.006 39
8203.85 He I 4/14 8203.78 0.021 0.008 27
8216.28 N I 2 8216.15 0.093 0.037 7
8223.14 N I 2 8222.96 0.102 0.041 7
8245.64 H I P42 8245.58 0.102 0.041 7
8247.73 H I P41 8247.70 0.117 0.047 6
8249.97 H I P40 8249.89 0.117 0.047 6
8252.40 H I P39 8252.31 0.123 0.049 6
8255.02 H I P38 8254.93 0.124 0.049 6
8257.85 H I P37 8257.92 0.093 0.037 7
8260.93 H I P36 8260.98 0.105 0.041 6
8263.82 Fe I 8263.76 0.023 0.009 25 c
8264.28 H I P35 8264.41 0.115 0.047 7
8267.94 H I P34 8267.86 0.169 0.067 5
8271.93 H I P33 8271.85 0.184 0.073 5
8276.31 H I P32 8276.26 0.195 0.077 5 g
8281.12 H I P31 8281.01 0.160 0.063 5 e
8286.43 H I P30 8286.31 0.214 0.084 5 e
8292.31 H I P29 8292.25 0.271 0.106 4 e
8298.83 H I P28 8298.72 0.272 0.107 4 e
8306.11 H I P27 8306.25 0.132 0.052 6
8314.26 H I P26 8314.14 0.334 0.131 4
8323.42 H I P25 8323.36 0.386 0.151 4
8333.78 H I P24 8333.70 0.375 0.146 4
8342.33 He I 4/12 8342.22 0.020 0.008 28
8345.55 H I P23 8345.44 1.643 0.638 4 e
8359.00 H I P22 8358.93 0.545 0.211 4
8361.67 He I 1/6 8361.65 0.211 0.082 5
8374.48 H I P21 8374.38 0.519 0.200 4
8387.77 Fe I 8387.48 0.010 0.004 : c
8392.40 H I P20 8392.31 0.707 0.272 4
8397. He I 6/19 8397.31 0.016 0.006 36
8413.32 H I P19 8413.24 0.808 0.309 4
8422. He I 6/18 8421.91 0.021 0.008 28
8437.96 H I P18 8437.88 0.913 0.347 4
8444.34 He I 4/11 8444.42 0.051 0.019 12
8446.25 O I 4 8446.34 0.809 0.307 4 e
8446.36 O I 4
8446.76 O I 4 8446.71 0.333 0.126 4
8451.00 He I 6/17 8451.10 0.027 0.010 22
8459.32 [Cr II] 8459.17 0.025 0.010 22
8467.25 H I P17 8467.19 1.031 0.390 4
8480.90 [Cl III] 3F 8480.77 0.012 0.005 :©
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THE H II REGIONS M8 AND M17 11
TABLE 2 (CONTINUED)
0 obs err Notes
( A) Ion Mult. ( A) F() I()
a (%)
b
8486. He I 6/16 8486.23 0.037 0.014 15
8488. He I 7/16 8488.67 0.013 0.005 :
8500.00 [Cl III] 3F 8499.74 0.045 0.017 13
8502.48 H I P16 8502.40 1.302 0.488 4
8518.04 He I 2/8 8517.93 0.027 0.010 22
8528.99 He I 6/15 8528.98 0.043 0.016 14
8665.02 H I P13 8664.94 2.443 0.885 4
8680.28 N I 1 8680.06 0.072 0.026 9
8683.40 N I 1 8683.20 0.077 0.028 8
8686.15 N I 1 8685.91 0.048 0.017 12
8703.25 N I 1 8703.06 0.050 0.018 12
8711.70 N I 1 8711.50 0.056 0.020 11
8718.83 N I 1 8718.69 0.033 0.012 17
8727.13 [C I] 3F 8726.99 0.363 0.130 4
8728.90 [Fe III] 8F 8728.78 0.014 0.005 :
8728.90 N I 28
8733.43 He I 6/12 8733.37 0.080 0.029 8
8736.04 He I 7/12 8735.98 0.023 0.008 25
8750.47 H I P12 8750.40 3.075 1.094 4
8816.82 He I 10/12 8816.57 0.014 0.005 :
8829.40 [S III] 3F 8829.62 0.030 0.011 19
8845.38 He I 6/11 8845.33 0.118 0.041 6
8848.05 He I 7/11 8847.95 0.036 0.013 16
8862.79 H I P11 8862.71 4.110 1.429 4
8889.00 C II] 8888.68 0.015 0.005 38 c
8891.91 [Fe II] 13F 8891.84 0.034 0.012 17
8894.07 Fe I] 8893.69 0.031 0.011 18 c
8914.77 He I 2/7 8914.68 0.035 0.012 16
8946.05 Fe II] 8946.03 0.017 0.006 34 c
8996.99 He I 6/10 8996.90 0.142 0.048 6
8999.40 He I 7/10 8999.63 0.023 0.008 25
9014.91 H I P10 9014.85 5.246 1.770 4
9019.19 Fe I 9019.30 0.011 0.004 : c
9029.30 C II 9029.11 0.032 0.011 19 c
9063.29 He I 4/8 9063.13 0.053 0.018 11
9068.90 [S III] 1F 9068.86 90.844 30.337 4
? 9078.13 0.022 0.007 27
9085.13 He I 10/10 9085.29 0.029 0.010 20
9111.81 C I 3 9111.65 0.030 0.010 20
9113.70 Cl II] 9113.36 0.011 0.004 : c
9123.60 [Cl II] 9123.53 0.180 0.059 5
9204.17 O II 9203.92 0.030 0.010 19
9210.28 He I 6/9 9210.29 0.195 0.063 5
9213.20 He I 7/9 9213.01 0.064 0.021 10
9226.62 [Fe II] 13F 9226.46 0.038 0.012 15
9229.01 H I P9 9228.92 7.367 2.388 4
9463.57 He I 1/5 9463.62 0.209 0.065 5
9516.57 He I 4/7 9516.46 0.151 0.047 6
9526.16 He I 6/8 9526.42 0.049 0.015 12
9530.60 [S III] 1F 9530.95 192.601 59.242 4 g
9545.97 H I P8 9546.03 4.396 1.349 4
9603.44 He I 2/6 9603.26 0.109 0.033 7
9702.62 He I 75 9701.62 0.022 0.006 26 g
9824.13 [C I] 1F 9823.97 0.531 0.156 5
9850.24 [C I] 1F 9849.88 1.472 0.430 4
9903.46 C II 17.02 9903.40 0.165 0.048 6
9903.88 C II 17.02
10027.70 He I 6/7 10027.68 0.557 0.159 5
10031.20 He I 7/7 10031.13 0.182 0.052 5
10049.37 H I P7 10049.30 20.379 5.783 5
10286.70 [S II] 3F 10286.40 2.545 0.699 5
10320.49 [S II] 3F 10320.31 1.645 0.449 5
10336.41 [S II] 3F 10336.22 1.223 0.333 5©
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12 GARC IA-ROJAS ET AL.
TABLE 2 (CONTINUED)
0 obs err Notes
( A) Ion Mult. ( A) F() I()
a (%)
b
10340.83 O I 10341.22 0.237 0.065 5
10370.50 [S II] 3F 10370.38 0.688 0.187 5
M 17
3187.84 He I 3 3187.82 0.820 2.610 30
3587.28 He I 32 3587.30 0.120 0.266 :
3613.64 He I 6 3613.72 0.215 0.465 25
3634.25 He I 28 3634.38 0.236 0.504 23
3663.40 H I H29 3663.40 0.123 0.258 :
3664.68 H I H28 3664.86 0.135 0.281 37
3666.10 H I H27 3666.17 0.182 0.378 29
3667.68 H I H26 3667.83 0.162 0.337 32
3669.47 H I H25 3669.57 0.233 0.484 23
3671.48 H I H24 3671.55 0.259 0.537 21
3673.76 H I H23 3673.82 0.259 0.537 21
3676.37 H I H22 3676.46 0.310 0.641 18
3679.36 H I H21 3679.43 0.312 0.644 18
3682.81 H I H20 3682.90 0.379 0.780 16
3686.83 H I H19 3686.90 0.324 0.665 18
3691.56 H I H18 3691.63 0.453 0.927 14
3697.15 H I H17 3697.24 0.580 1.182 11
3703.86 H I H16 3703.92 0.543 1.095 12
3705.04 He I 25 3705.11 0.338 0.682 17
3711.97 H I H15 3712.05 0.677 1.361 10
3721.83 [S III] 2F 3721.94 1.307 2.609 6
3721.94 H I H14
3726.03 [O II] 1F 3726.15 22.887 45.554 4
3728.82 [O II] 1F 3728.90 23.271 46.238 4
3734.37 H I H13 3734.46 1.246 2.467 7
3750.15 H I H12 3750.23 1.579 3.095 6
3770.63 H I H11 3770.71 2.005 3.881 5
3797.90 H I H10 3797.98 2.784 5.300 4
3819.61 He I 20 3819.70 0.678 1.273 10
3835.39 H I H9 3835.47 3.937 7.327 4
3856.02 Si II 1 3856.15 0.073 0.135 20
3856.13 O II 12
3862.59 Si II 1 3862.71 0.084 0.155 18
3867.48 He I 20 3867.56 0.072 0.131 21
3868.75 [Ne III] 1F 3868.84 10.383 18.955 3
3871.60 He I 60 3871.86 0.068 0.124 21
3887.40 S II 3887.72 0.049 0.088 27 g
3888.65 He I 2 3889.00 9.822 17.726 3
3889.05 H I H8
3918.98 C II 4 3919.07 0.024 0.043 :
3920.68 C II 4 3920.78 0.048 0.086 27
3926.53 He I 58 3926.65 0.070 0.123 21
3964.73 He I 5 3964.82 0.555 0.960 5
3967.46 [Ne III] 1F 3967.54 3.222 5.562 4
3970.07 H I H7 3970.16 9.053 15.605 3
4009.22 He I 55 4009.37 0.132 0.222 13
4026.08 N II 40 4026.30 1.362 2.269 4
4026.21 He I 18
4068.60 [S II] 1F 4068.74 0.263 0.427 8
4069.62 O II 10 4069.85 0.117 0.190 14
4069.89 O II 10
4072.15 O II 10 4072.26 0.056 0.091 24
4075.86 O II 10 4075.99 0.054 0.087 25
4076.35 [S II] 1F 4076.50 0.081 0.131 19
4097.22 O II 20 4097.38 0.040 0.064 31
4097.26 O II 48
4100.62 D I D6 4100.75 0.018 0.028 :
4101.74 H I H6 4101.83 0.015 23.920 3
4120.84 He I 16 4120.91 0.136 0.213 13©
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THE H II REGIONS M8 AND M17 13
TABLE 2 (CONTINUED)
0 obs err Notes
( A) Ion Mult. ( A) F() I()
a (%)
b
4143.76 He I 53 4143.84 0.174 0.270 11
4153.30 O II 19 4153.41 0.060 0.093 23
4168.97 He I 52 4169.11 0.057 0.087 24
4169.22 O II 19
4267.15 C II 6 4267.26 0.396 0.580 6
4303.61 O II 66 4303.93 0.046 0.066 29
4303.82 O II 53
4317.14 O II 2 4317.34 0.042 0.061 30
4319.63 O II 2 4319.77 0.027 0.037 :
4339.29 D I D5 4339.42 0.017 0.024 :
4340.47 H I H5 4340.56 32.184 45.582 3
4345.55 O II 65c 4345.67 0.062 0.088 23
4345.56 O II 2
4349.43 O II 2 4349.62 0.047 0.066 28
4363.21 [O III] 2F 4363.29 0.682 0.953 5
4366.89 O II 2 4366.99 0.021 0.030 :
4368.15 O I 5 4368.64 0.016 0.022 :
4368.25 O I 5
4387.93 He I 51 4388.03 0.420 0.578 6
4437.55 He I 50 4437.69 0.055 0.073 25
4471.48 He I 14 4471.60 3.653 4.733 3
4491.07 C II 4491.39 0.028 0.036 :
4491.23 O II 86a
4607.06 [Fe III] 3F 4607.19 0.029 0.034 :
4607.16 N II 5
4609.44 O II 93 4609.50 0.017 0.020 :
4621.39 N II 5 4621.60 0.016 0.019 :
4630.54 N II 5 4630.69 0.048 0.055 28
4638.86 O II 1 4638.95 0.081 0.093 19
4640.64 N III 2 4640.83 0.021 0.024 :
4641.81 O II 1 4641.97 0.111 0.128 15
4643.06 N II 5 4643.35 0.019 0.022 :
4649.13 O II 1 4649.26 0.107 0.123 15
4650.84 O II 1 4650.95 0.087 0.100 18
4658.10 [Fe III] 3F 4658.23 0.239 0.273 9
4661.63 O II 1 4661.73 0.105 0.119 15
4673.73 O II 1 4673.80 0.020 0.022 :
4676.24 O II 1 4676.36 0.039 0.044 32
4701.62 [Fe III] 3F 4701.70 0.063 0.069 23
4711.37 [Ar IV] 1F 4711.52 0.040 0.044 32
4713.14 He I 12 4713.29 0.448 0.493 6
4733.91 [Fe III] 3F 4734.10 0.012 0.013 :
4740.16 [Ar IV] 1F 4740.30 0.021 0.023 :
4754.83 [Fe III] 3F 4754.87 0.041 0.044 31
4769.60 [Fe III] 3F 4769.64 0.030 0.032 39
4777.78 [Fe III] 3F 4777.99 0.020 0.021 :
4802.23 C II 4802.55 0.031 0.032 38
4860.03 D I D4 4860.18 0.042 0.042 31
4861.33 H I H4 4861.44 100.000 100.000 3
4881.00 [Fe III] 2F 4881.10 0.083 0.082 20
4921.93 He I 48 4922.04 1.293 1.243 3
4924.50 [Fe III] 2F 4924.72 0.060 0.057 23
4924.50 O II 28
4931.32 [O III] 1F 4931.36 0.063 0.060 22
[O III] blue comp 4957.81 0.058 0.055 23
4958.91 [O III] 1F 4959.03 121.424 114.066 3
[O III] blue comp 5005.81 0.170 0.156 9
5006.84 [O III] 1F 5007.06 367.706 335.383 3
5015.68 He I 4 5015.88 2.609 2.368 3
5041.03 Si II 5 5041.25 0.127 0.114 11
5047.74 He I 47 5047.94 0.133 0.119 11
5055.98 Si II 5 5056.27 0.121 0.107 12
5191.82 [Ar III] 1F 5191.87 0.072 0.059 17©
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14 GARC IA-ROJAS ET AL.
TABLE 2 (CONTINUED)
0 obs err Notes
( A) Ion Mult. ( A) F() I()
a (%)
b
5197.90 [N I] 1F 5198.41 0.225 0.184 8
5200.26 [N I] 1F 5200.79 0.151 0.123 10
5270.30 [Fe III] 1F 5270.74 0.172 0.136 9
5517.71 [Cl III] 1F 5517.86 0.721 0.496 5
5537.88 [Cl III] 1F 5538.03 0.532 0.362 5
5666.64 N II 3 5666.83 0.060 0.038 19
5679.56 N II 3 5679.78 0.125 0.078 12
5710.76 N II 3 5711.00 0.020 0.012 39
5754.64 [N II] 3F 5754.85 0.439 0.262 6
5875.64 He I 11 5875.82 24.069 13.446 3
5931.79 N II 28 5932.01 0.056 0.031 20
5957.56 Si II 4 5957.70 0.049 0.026 22
5978.83 Si II 4 5979.16 0.074 0.039 16
6151.27 C II 16.04 6151.57 0.036 0.018 27
6151.54 C II 16.04
6300.30 [O I] 1F 6300.92 5.112 2.372 4
6312.10 [S III] 3F 6312.23 2.605 1.203 4
6347.11 Si II 2 6347.33 0.244 0.111 8
6363.78 [O I] 1F 6364.40 1.687 0.763 4
6371.36 Si II 2 6371.57 0.214 0.097 9
6461.95 C II 17.04 6462.06 0.114 0.050 13
6462.13 C II 17.04
6548.03 [N II] 1F 6548.33 18.064 7.604 4
6561.04 D I D3 6561.25 0.264 0.111 9
6562.82 H I H3 6562.97 681.427 285.306 4
6578.05 C II 2 6578.16 0.861 0.359 5
6583.41 [N II] 1F 6583.69 58.850 24.453 4
6678.15 He I 46 6678.32 9.820 3.946 4
6716.47 [S II] 2F 6716.70 11.462 4.546 5
6730.85 [S II] 2F 6731.09 11.040 4.356 5
7002.23 O I 21 7002.44 0.025 0.009 :
7062.26 He I 1/11 7062.60 0.035 0.013 :
7065.28 He I 10 7065.41 9.906 3.529 5
[Ar III] blue comp 7134.13 0.043 0.015 :
7135.78 [Ar III] 1F 7135.94 38.612 13.482 5
7155.14 [Fe II] 14F 7155.48 0.025 0.009 :
7160.58 He I 1/10 7160.73 0.055 0.019 31
7231.34 C II 3 7231.50 0.378 0.129 7
7236.19 C II 3 7236.54 0.567 0.192 6
7281.35 He I 45 7281.55 1.757 0.589 5
7298.05 He I 1/9 7298.19 0.077 0.026 23
7318.39 [O II] 2F 7319.20 0.532 0.177 6
7319.99 [O II] 2F 7320.35 2.824 0.936 5
7329.66 [O II] 2F 7329.88 1.894 0.626 5
7330.73 [O II] 2F 7330.97 1.518 0.502 5
7377.83 [Ni II] 2F 7378.22 0.032 0.010 :
7411.61 [Ni II] 2F 7412.49 0.022 0.007 :
7423.64 N I 3 7423.92 0.019 0.007 :
7442.30 N I 3 7442.85 0.027 0.009 :
7468.31 N I 3 7468.79 0.039 0.012 :
7499.85 He I 1/8 7500.06 0.119 0.038 16
[Ar III] blue comp 7749.24 0.009 0.003 :
7751.10 [Ar III] 2F 7751.30 12.477 3.710 5
7771.94 O I 1 7772.13 0.084 0.025 21 e
7816.13 He I 1/7 7816.33 0.217 0.064 10
8045.63 [Cl IV] 1F 8045.89 0.039 0.011 :
8057. He I 4/18 8057.78 0.023 0.007 :
8203.85 He I 4/14 8204.05 0.050 0.013 34
8216.28 N I 2 8216.85 0.040 0.011 :
8255.02 H I P38 8255.28 0.214 0.057 10
8257.85 H I P37 8258.14 0.191 0.051 11
8260.93 H I P36 8261.21 0.216 0.057 10
8264.28 H I P35 8264.68 0.208 0.055 11©
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TABLE 2 (CONTINUED)
0 obs err Notes
( A) Ion Mult. ( A) F() I()
a (%)
b
8265.71 He I 2/9 8265.90 0.038 0.010 :
8267.94 H I P34 8268.15 0.255 0.067 9
8271.93 H I P33 8272.09 0.239 0.063 10
8276.31 H I P32 8276.52 0.298 0.079 9
8281.12 H I P31 8281.11 0.275 0.073 9
8286.43 H I P30 8286.61 0.334 0.088 8
8292.31 H I P29 8292.54 0.401 0.106 8
8298.83 H I P28 8299.05 0.434 0.114 7
8306.11 H I P27 8306.44 0.306 0.080 8
8314.26 H I P26 8314.45 0.440 0.115 7
8323.42 H I P25 8323.64 0.545 0.142 7
8333.78 H I P24 8333.97 0.553 0.144 7
8342.33 He I 4/12 8342.50 0.047 0.012 35
8345.55 H I P23 8345.44 4.026 1.042 6 e
8359.00 H I P22 8359.22 0.851 0.219 6
8361.67 He I 1/6 8361.89 0.420 0.108 8
8374.48 H I P21 8374.71 0.813 0.208 7
8392.40 H I P20 8392.61 1.078 0.274 6
8397. He I 6/19 8397.55 0.042 0.011 :
8413.32 H I P19 8413.54 1.261 0.318 6
8422. He I 6/18 8422.16 0.044 0.011 38
8437.96 H I P18 8438.17 1.424 0.355 6
8444.34 He I 4/11 8444.68 0.094 0.023 19
8446.25 O I 4 8447.02 0.627 0.156 7
8446.36 O I 4
8446.76 O I 4
8451.00 He I 6/17 8451.48 0.064 0.016 27
8467.25 H I P17 8467.49 1.659 0.409 6
8486. He I 6/16 8486.51 0.077 0.019 23
8502.48 H I P16 8502.70 2.078 0.504 6
8518.04 He I 2/8 8518.33 0.067 0.016 26
8528.99 He I 6/15 8529.28 0.101 0.024 18
8665.02 H I P13 8665.20 4.065 0.919 7 e
8680.28 N I 1 8680.92 0.125 0.028 15
8683.40 N I 1 8683.91 0.051 0.012 33
8703.25 N I 1 8703.76 0.026 0.006 :
8711.70 N I 1 8712.28 0.032 0.007 :
8718.83 N I 1 8719.36 0.022 0.005 :
8733.43 He I 6/12 8733.66 0.187 0.041 12
8736.04 He I 7/12 8736.26 0.055 0.012 31
8750.47 H I P12 8750.71 5.344 1.165 7
8776.77 He I 4/9 8777.04 1.182 0.255 7
8816.82 He I 10/12 8816.82 0.032 0.007 :
8829.40 [S III] 3F 8829.92 0.033 0.007 :
8845.38 He I 6/11 8845.74 0.347 0.073 9
8848.05 He I 7/11 8848.22 0.107 0.022 18
8854.11 He I 5/11 8854.52 0.043 0.009 39
8862.79 H I P11 8863.03 7.237 1.509 7
8996.99 He I 6/10 8997.20 0.361 0.072 9
8999.40 He I 7/10 8999.91 0.085 0.017 21
9014.91 H I P10 9015.16 9.624 1.906 7
9063.29 He I 4/8 9063.54 0.230 0.045 11
[S III] blue comp 9066.78 0.117 0.023 18
9068.90 [S III] 1F 9069.13 159.709 31.157 7
9085.13 He I 10/10 9085.52 0.054 0.010 32
9123.60 [Cl II] 9123.97 0.085 0.016 21
9210.28 He I 6/9 9210.58 0.509 0.096 8
9213.20 He I 7/9 9213.26 0.111 0.021 17
9229.01 H I P9 9229.24 13.208 2.492 7
9516.57 He I 4/7 9516.68 0.327 0.060 9
9526.16 He I 6/8 9526.64 0.386 0.071 9
[S III] blue comp 9528.81 0.056 0.010 :
9530.60 [S III] 1F 9531.23 429.095 78.661 7©
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TABLE 2 (CONTINUED)
0 obs err Notes
( A) Ion Mult. ( A) F() I()
a (%)
b
9545.97 H I P8 9546.21 10.487 1.921 7
9603.44 He I 2/6 9603.59 0.168 0.031 13
9824.13 [C I] 1F 9824.66 0.086 0.016 21
9850.24 [C I] 1F 9850.65 0.246 0.045 10
9903.46 C II 17.02 9903.77 1.002 0.183 8 d
9903.88 C II 17.02
10027.70 He I 6/7 10027.97 1.526 0.279 7
10031.20 He I 7/7 10031.43 0.474 0.087 8
10049.37 H I P7 10049.65 38.832 7.110 7
10310.70 He I 4/6 10310.82 2.952 0.541 7
10320.49 [S II] 3F 10320.92 0.756 0.139 8
10336.41 [S II] 3F 10336.89 0.604 0.111 8
aFor M8, c(H)=0.94 and I(H=2:543  10
 11 ergs cm
 2 s
 1). For M17, c(H)=1.17 and
I(H=1:201  10
 11 ergs cm
 2 s
 1).
bColons indicate uncertainties larger than 40%.
cDubious identication.
dBlend with an unknown line.
eAected by telluric emission lines.
fAected by internal reections or charge transfer in the CCD.
gAected by atmospheric absorption bands.
ing Garc a-Rojas et al. (2004), adding quadratically
the error due to ux calibration, that has been as-
sumed as 3%, as estimated in Garc a-Rojas et al.
(2006) for similar data taken with the same instru-
mentation, and for which there were additional stan-
dard stars. Fractional error in the line uxes relative
to H, F(), can be estimated taking into account
that fractional errors in Column seven were com-
puted by propagating the uncertainty in the extinc-
tion correction.
A total of 375 and 260 emission lines were mea-
sured in M8 and M17, respectively. Most of the
lines are permitted. We have measured 97 forbid-
den lines in M8, and 52 in M17. We have detected
also 5 semiforbidden lines in M8. Several lines were
strongly aected by atmospheric absorption features
or by charge transfer in the CCD, rendering their
intensities unreliable. Also, some lines are dubious
identications and 3 emission lines in M8 could not
be identied in any of the available references. All
those lines are indicated in Table 2.
The identication and adopted laboratory wave-
lengths of the lines were obtained following pre-
vious identications in the literature (see Esteban
et al. 2004; Garc a-Rojas et al. 2004, and references
therein). Several previously unidentied lines in M8
(EPTGR) have been identied (see Table 2). Lines
unidentied by EPTGR in M8 which are not in
our line list are probably telluric emission lines or
nebular lines which were severely blended with tel-
luric lines. In particular, the features at 5865.15  A,
6863.45  A, and 8833.17  A were identied by Oster-
brock et al. (1996) as OH night-sky lines. We have
identied 10021.05  A line as a telluric line. Also,
the two lines not identied by EPTG in position 14
of M17 have been identied here as He I 7160.58
(1/10), 8486 (6/16).
It is known that the main ionization souce for
the hourglass nebula in M8 is the star H36, and that
it shows a considerably higher extinction that other
zones of M8. For H36, the Av=E(B   V ) ratio, R,
has been determined as 4.6 by Hecht et al. (1982)
and as 5.3 by Cardelli, Clayton, & Mathis (1989).
Following S anchez & Peimbert (1991) and Peimbert
et al. (1993) we have adopted for this zone of M8 a
reddening function with Rv = 5.0 parametrized by
Cardelli et al. (1989) for   4100  A. A reddening
coecient of c(H) = 0.94  0.03 was derived. This
value is intermediate between c(H) = 0.85  0.05
obtained by EPTGR and c(H) = 1.00  0.10 de-
rived by S anchez & Peimbert (1991) and Peimbert
et al. (1993) for the same slit position. For the red-
dening function assumed for  < 4100  A see x 3.1.
For M17, we have adopted the standard extinc-
tion for the Milky Way parametrized by Seaton
(1979). We have obtained a reddening coecient
of c(H) = 1.17  0.05, which is also intermediate
between the values obtained by EPTG (1.05  0.05)
and Peimbert et al. (1992) (1.20) for the same slit
position.
3.1. Extinction correction in M8 for  < 4100  A.
In Figure 1 we show the ratio of the observed
uxes of H I Balmer lines and He I lines measured©
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THE H II REGIONS M8 AND M17 17
Fig. 1. Line ux ratio of H I Balmer lines (squares) and
He I lines (triangles) measured in this work compared to
those measured by EPTGR for M8 (see text).
Fig. 2. Polynomial t to the ratio of observed over theo-
retical uxes of some H I Balmer lines (from H10 to H,
squares) and some He I lines (triangles). Note that for
 < 4100  A (1/ > 2.44) the behavior of the lines is
anomalous (see text).
by us and by EPTGR. It can be seen that for wave-
lengths shorter than 4100  A our line uxes are higher
than those measured by EPTGR. So if we assume the
extinction correction adopted above, the intensity of
these lines would be overestimated. The eect seems
to be an observational bias instead of a physical ef-
fect; actually M8 is the object that was observed at
the highest air mass {secz  2{, so it is possible that
an unsuitable operation of the Atmospheric Disper-
sion Corrector (ADC) at high airmasses used on our
observations caused this eect. The gradient in the
reddening and in the surface brightness of the Hour-
glass region is very strong and atmosphere refraction
eects could include regions of higher emissivity in
the blue part of the spectrum that are not included
at  > 4100  A.
To correct for this eect, we have done a poly-
nomial t to the observed over theoretical ux ra-
tios of H I Balmer lines and He I lines (which are in
case B and are not aected by self-absorption: He I
 3354.55, 3447.59, 3613.64, 3634.25, 4026.08, and
4471.48) and interpolated to all wavelengths short-
wards of 4100  A (see Figure 2). We have not included
H I Balmer lines with quantum number higher than
10 in this t due to the higher dependence of these
line ratios on density (see e.g., Zhang et al. 2004).
This t is used to interpolate for all the wavelengths
shortwards of 4100  A. The correction has not aected
signicantly the physical conditions and the chemi-
cal abundances derived in this work {less than 0.05
and 0.1 dex in the total abundances of O and Ne,
respectively, which are the species most aected by
this eect.
4. PHYSICAL CONDITIONS
4.1. Temperatures and Densities
We have derived physical conditions of the two
nebulae using several emission line ratios. The tem-
peratures and densities are presented in Table 3. The
values of Te and ne were derived using the IRAF
task temden of the package nebular (Shaw & Dufour
1995) with updated atomic data (see Garc a-Rojas
et al. 2005), except in the case of the ne derived
from [Fe III] lines. We have derived the [Fe III] den-
sity from the intensity of the brightest lines {those
with errors smaller than 30% and that do not seem
to be aected by line blending, which are 14 in the
case of M8 and 5 in the case of M17{ together with
the computations of Rodr guez (2002), following the
procedure described by Garc a-Rojas et al. (2006).
We have derived a weighted mean of ne(O II),
ne(S II), ne(Cl III), and ne(Fe III) assuming an ini-
tial temperature of Te = 10000 K, then we have used
this density to compute the temperatures, and iter-
ated until convergence. The adopted ne values are
shown in Table 3. We have excluded ne(N I) from
the average because this ion is representative of the
very outer part of the nebula, and it does not coexist
with the other ions.©
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18 GARC IA-ROJAS ET AL.
TABLE 3
PLASMA DIAGNOSTIC
Value
Parameter Line M8 M17
Ne (cm
 3) [NI] 1600
+750
 470 1200
+1250
 500
[OII] 1800800 480150
[SII] 1600450 500220
[Fe III] 26001450 430
+>1000
 400
[ClIII] 2100700 270
+630
 270
[ArIV] 2450: >800
Ne (adopted) 1800350 470120
Te (K) [NII] 8470180
a 8950380
a
[SII] 7220300 7100750
[OII] 8700350
a 8750550
a
Te (low) 8500150 8870300
[OIII] 8090140 8020170
[ArIII] 7550420 8380570
[SIII] 8600300
b 8110400
Te (high) 8150120 8050150
HeI 7650200 7450200
Balmer line/cont. 7100
+1250
 1000 
Paschen line/cont. 7750900 65001000
aRecombination contribution on the auroral lines has
been considered (see text).
b[S III] 9530 aected by atmospheric absorption
bands.
Electron temperatures from forbidden lines have
been derived from [O II], [O III], [N II], [S II], [S III],
and [Ar III] line ratios.
We have corrected Te(O II) from the contribution
to 7320+7330 due to recombination following the
formula derived by Liu et al. (2000):
IR(7320 + 7330)
I(H)
= 9:36  (T4)0:44 
O++
H+ ; (1)
where T4=T/104. Using the O++/H+ ratio derived
by EPTGR in M8 and EPTG in M17 from RLs
we have estimated contributions of about 2% and
20% for M8 and M17, respectively. The large con-
tribution of recombination to the intensity of the
7320+7330 lines in M17 is reected as a drop of
more than 1000 K in Te(O II), which reconciles the
value of Te(O II) with that of Te(N II).
Liu et al. (2000) also give a formula for the con-
tribution by recombination to the intensity of the
[N II]  5755 line:
IR(5755)
I(H)
= 3:19  (T4)0:30 
N++
H+ : (2)
To derive the N++/H+ ratio, needed to compute this
quantity, we have assumed that N++/H+ is well rep-
resented by the subtraction of N+/H+ to the total
N/H ratio, assuming that the temperature uctu-
ations paradigm and a ionization correction factor
(hereinafter ICF) lead to the correct abundances (see
x 4.2).7 From the results of EPTGR for M8 and
EPTG for M17, the contribution of recombination
to the intensity of the [N II] 5755 line has been esti-
mated as 1% and 6% for M8 and M17, respectively.
These contributions are small and aect by less than
200 K the derived temperature.
We have also been able to derive the electron
temperatures from the Balmer and Paschen discon-
tinuities. Figure 3 shows the spectral regions near
the Balmer and the Paschen limits. The discon-
tinuities can be clearly appreciated, except in the
case of the Balmer limit of M17, for which the low
signal-to-noise of the continuum makes it unreliable.
We have followed the same procedure as in previ-
ous papers (e.g., Garc a-Rojas et al. 2006) to derive
the temperatures. The values adopted for Te(H I)
are shown in Table 3. To the best of our knowl-
edge, no previous determinations of Te(H I) (Balmer
and Paschen) have been derived for M17; for M8
there was a previous Te(H I) determination from the
Balmer discontinuity in the Hourglass by S anchez &
Peimbert (1991) which amounts to Te(H I) = 6600
K, that is somewhat smaller than what has been de-
rived here (Te(H I) = 7100
+1250
 1000 K), but consistent
within the errors.
Our derived Te(H I) values are in good agreement
with the values obtained by Reifenstein et al. (1970)
from the H109 radio recombination line, Te(H I) =
7300  1000 K for M8 and 6400  750 K for M17. On
the other hand, the Te(H I) values derived by Shaver
& Goss (1970) from radio 408 MHz continuum mea-
surements do not agree; these authors computed Te
= 6100 K for M8 and 7850 K for M17, which are far
from the temperatures derived here.
We have derived Te(He I) assuming a 2-zone
ionization scheme, characterized by Teii+iii (see
Peimbert, Peimbert, & Luridiana 2002). We have
derived Te(He I)=7650  200 K for M8, which is
highly consistent with the Te(H I) derived above, and
Te(He I)=7450  200 K for M17, which is higher than
Te(H I).
7Another way to derive the N++/H+ ratio is assuming as
valid the abundance obtained from N II lines of multiplet 3,
which seems to be the least aected by uorescence eects.
Nonetheless, for regions with high degree of ionization, it may
be incorrect to apply permitted line abundances because, as
pointed out by Grandi (1976), N II permitted lines are ex-
cited mainly by resonance uorescence, and corrections might
be high. In fact, if we assume the N++ abundance derived
from multiplet 3, the correction would be of more than 20%,
implying a Te([N II]) 500 K lower than that has been assumed
(see x 7 for additional discussion on the N II permitted lines).©
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Fig. 3. Section of the echelle spectra of M8 (upper
and middle panels) and M17 (lower panel) including the
Balmer (upper panel) and the Paschen (middle and lower
panels) limits (observed uxes).
We have assumed a two-zone ionization scheme
for all our calculations. We have adopted the av-
erage of Te obtained from [N II] and [O II] lines as
representative for the low ionization zone. We have
not included Te(S II) in the average because its value
is much lower than those obtained from [N II] and
[O II] lines. This eect has been reported previously
in several objects (e.g., Garc a-Rojas et al. 2005,
2006), and might be produced by the presence of
a temperature stratication in the outer zones of the
nebulae or, conversely, by errors in the atomic pa-
rameters of the ion. For the high ionization zone
we have adopted the average of the values of Te ob-
tained from [O III], [S III] and [Ar III]. In M8 the
[S III] 9532 line is aected by atmospheric absorp-
tion bands, so we have adopted the intensity of [S III]
9069 and the [S III] 9532/9069 theoretical ratio
to derive Te(S III).
4.2. Temperature Variations
Since Torres-Peimbert et al. (1980) proposed
the presence of spatial temperature uctuations
(parametrized by t2) as a possible cause of the abun-
dance discrepancy, many eorts have been done to
nd the physical processes responsible for such tem-
perature uctuations in H II regions (e.g., Esteban
2002; Tsamis & P equignot 2005) and in planetary
nebulae (e.g., Liu 2006; Peimbert & Peimbert 2006),
but the source of temperature uctuations and its
impact on the chemical abundance determinations
remain controversial topics in the study of gaseous
nebulae.
Peimbert (1971) showed that there was a sub-
stantial dierence between the Te derived from the
[O III] lines and the one derived from hydrogen
recombination continuum discontinuities, which is
strongly correlated with the abundance discrepancy
(Liu et al. 2001; Tsamis et al. 2004); thus the com-
parison between electron temperatures derived from
both methods would be an additional indicator of t2.
Additionally, it is also possible to derive the t2
value from the analysis of the He I lines, because
of the dierent temperature dependence of each of
them, so we can nd He I line ratios that will allow
us to derive a temperature. However, in practice,
each of these ratios depends simultaneously on T0,
t2, ne and 3889. Therefore, any determination must
be done using several line ratios. Peimbert, Peim-
bert, & Ruiz (2000) developed a maximum likeli-
hood method to search for the plasma conditions
that would give the best simultaneous t to the mea-
sured lines. In x 5 we have applied that method to
our He I lines.©
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TABLE 4
t2 PARAMETER
t2
Method M8 M17
O++ (R/C) 0.0450.005 0.0340.005
O+ (R/C) 0.0310.017 0.109:
C++ (R/C) 0.0350.005 
He II 0.0460.009 0.0270.014
Bac/Pac{FL 0.0220.015 0.0350.021
Adopted 0.0400.004 0.0330.005
As we have assumed a two-zone ionization
scheme, we have followed the formulation of Peim-
bert et al. (2000) and Peimbert, Peimbert, & Lurid-
iana (2002) to derive the values of t2 following the
three methods described above.
In Table 4 we show the t2 values derived from
each method and the nal adopted values, which are
error-weighted averages. It is highly remarkable that
all the t2 values derived for each nebula are very con-
sistent. The C++/H+ ratio obtained from CELs for
M8 has been taken from Peimbert et al. (1993), who
measured the UV C II] 1906+1909 emission lines
from IUE data. As well as when we are compar-
ing with the infrared data (see Garc a-Rojas et al.
2006), we cannot here discard aperture eects due
to the dierent volumes covered by the slits in the
optical and UV observations.
The t2 values obtained in this paper are very
similar to those obtained for all the bright Galac-
tic H II regions of our sample (Esteban et al. 2004;
Garc a-Rojas et al. 2004, 2005, 2006) and are also
similar to the few estimations of t2 in extragalactic
H II regions available in the literature for the Mag-
ellanic Clouds (Peimbert 2003; Tsamis et al. 2003),
NGC 6822 (Peimbert et al. 2005), M101, NGC 2366,
and M33 (Esteban et al. 2002) and the dwarf H II
galaxy NGC 5253 (L opez-S anchez et al. 2007).
A very dierent behavior has been found for plan-
etary nebulae (PNe). Several authors have found
a large scatter of the t2 values determined for dif-
ferent PNe (see e.g., Liu 2002; Tsamis et al. 2004,
and references therein). Recently, Robertson-Tessi
& Garnett (2005) have found a correlation between
the abundance discrepancy factor (ADF) dened by
Liu et al. (2000) as log(O++/H+ RL)-log(O++/H+
CEL) and ne. They have found that the lower ne
in the PNe, the higher ADF, with a steep slope.
To illustrate the dierence between both behaviors
{PNe and H II regions{ we have overplotted the com-
Fig. 4. Correlation between ne and ADF for the sam-
ple of Galactic (lled squares) and extragalactic (other
symbols) H II regions in which ADF has been measured.
Solid line is the t obtained by Robertson-Tessi & Gar-
nett (2005) for a sample of PN from the literature.
Dashed line is the t obtained for H II regions.
plete set of ADFs measured in H II regions (Galac-
tic and extragalactic) available in the literature to
the Robertson-Tessi's t (r= 0.47) for PNe (see Fig-
ure 4). From Figure 4 it is clear that H II regions do
not follow the correlation found for PNe. In fact, it
seems that there is no correlation between the H II
region data, due to the similarity between the ADF
values found for H II regions and to the low correla-
tion coecient found (r =  0:25). The only excep-
tion is LMC N11B, which has an ADF much larger
than the other nebulae. For this object, Tsamis et al.
(2003) corrected the intensity of the multiplet 1 O II
lines because of the presence of absorption features,
mainly caused by the presence of B stars {which have
a strong O II absorption spectra{ on the eld covered
by the slit. Nevertheless, this eect {which could be
very important on extragalactic objects{ can only
be properly corrected if the stellar absorption fea-
tures are resolved, or if stellar population synthesis
spectra are available. Therefore, the O II absorption
contribution can not be properly estimated using low
spectral resolution data {like those used by Tsamis
et al. (2003) because it is dicult to distinguish be-
tween emission and absorption features (to illustrate
this point see Figure 2 of Garc a-Rojas et al. 2006).
It is not the aim of this paper to discuss more about
the attenuation of the intensities of O II RLs due to©
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TABLE 5
HE+ ABUNDANCE
He+/H+a
Line M8 M17
3819.61 673  54 950  95
3964.73 733  59 897  45
4026.21 699  56 955  38
4387.93 679  20 918  55
4471.09 662  20 904  27
4713.14 617  19 952  57
4921.93 670  20 896  27
5875.64 639  19 880  26
6678.15 666  20 924  37
7065.28 673  20 905  45
7281.35 666  20 884  44
Adoptedb 662  9 910  14
aIn units of 10
 4, for 3889 = 8.28  0.60 and 7.80 
0.78, and t
2 = 0.040  0.004 and 0.033  0.005, re-
spectively. Uncertainties correspond to line intensity
errors.
bIt includes all the relevant uncertainties in emission
line intensities, ne, 3889 and t
2.
star absorption features, but it is important to stress
that this eect should be investigated when deriving
abundances from RLs in extragalactic H II regions.
5. HE+ ABUNDANCE
We have measured 76 and 62 He I emission
lines in the spectra of M8 and M17, respectively.
These lines arise mainly from recombination but
they can be aected by collisional excitation and self-
absorption eects. We have determined the He+/H+
ratio from a maximum likelihood method (Peimbert
et al. 2000), using the ne of Table 3 and T(O ii+iii)=
8350 K for M8, and T(Oii+iii)= 8200 K for M17
(see x 4.2). We have used the eective recombina-
tion coecients of Storey & Hummer (1995) for H I
and those of Smits (1996) and Benjamin, Skillman,
& Smits (1999) for He I. The collisional contribution
was estimated from the calculations made by Sawey
& Berrington (1993) and Kingdon & Ferland (1995),
and the optical depths in the triplet lines were de-
rived from the computations by Benjamin, Skillman,
& Smits (2002).
In Table 5 we have included the He+/H+ ratios
that we have obtained for the individual He I lines
not aected by line blending and with the highest
signal-to-noise ratio, excluding He I 5015 because
it could suer self-absorption eects from the 21S
metastable level, and 3889 because it is severely
blended with the H8 line. We have done a 2 op-
timization of the values in the table, and we have
obtained a 2 parameter of 8.5 for M8 and 3.6 for
M17. The values obtained indicate that the ts are
good for a system with eight degrees of freedom.
EPTGR, who covered a region slightly larger than
ours but centered on the same location derived a
He+/H+ ratio for M8{HG a factor of 1.13 (0.05 dex)
higher than ours. On the other hand, Peimbert et al.
(1993), who covered a similar region of the nebula,
obtained a He+/H+ ratio 0.025 dex lower, conrm-
ing the strong variation with position of the values
found for the He+/H+ fraction in the Hourglass in
M8. For M17, the He+/H+ ratio is only a bit smaller
than those obtained by EPTG (0.0975) and by Peim-
bert et al. (1992) (0.099); this could be due to dier-
ences in the ionization degree of the regions covered
by the dierent slit sizes, since the O++ abundance
from RLs shows a similar behavior (see x 7).
6. IONIC ABUNDANCES FROM
COLLISIONALLY EXCITED LINES
We have derived ionic abundances of N+, O+,
O++, Ne++, S+, S++, Cl++, Cl3+, Ar++ and Ar3+
from CELs, using the IRAF package NEBULAR.
The atomic data for Cl+ are not implemented in
NEBULAR, so we have used an old version of the
ve-level atom program of Shaw & Dufour (1995)
(see Garc a-Rojas et al. 2004, for more details). Ionic
abundances are listed in Table 6 and correspond to
the mean value of the abundances derived from all
the individual lines of each observed ion, weighted
by their relative intensities.
To derive the ionic abundances for t2> 0.00 we
have used the abundances for t2=0.00 and the formu-
lation by Peimbert (1967) and Peimbert & Costero
(1969). These abundances are also shown in Table 6.
Several [Fe II] lines have been detected in the
spectra of M8 and M17. Unfortunately, most of
them are severely aected by uorescence eects
(Rodr guez 1999a; Verner et al. 2000). One of the op-
tical [Fe II] lines which is less aected by uorescence
eects is the [Fe II] 8617 line, but unfortunately it is
in one of our observational gaps. However, we have
measured the [Fe II] 7155 line, both in M8 and M17,
a line which is not much aected by uorescence ef-
fects (Verner et al. 2000). We have derived an esti-
mation of the Fe+ abundance from this line, assum-
ing that I(7155)/I(8616)  1 (Rodr guez 1996)
and using the calculations by Bautista & Pradhan
(1996) for the emissivities of the [Fe II] 8617 line.
We nd Fe+/H+  4.1  10 8 for M8 and Fe+/H+
 1.1  10 8 for M17. Nevertheless these results are©
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TABLE 6
IONIC ABUNDANCES FROM COLLISIONALLY EXCITED LINESa
M8 M17
Ion t2=0.000 t2=0.0400.004 t2=0.000 t2=0.0330.005
N+ 7.500.03 7.670.04 6.820.10 6.940.10
O+ 8.390.06 8.580.07 7.840.09 7.980.09
O++ 7.860.03 8.180.07 8.410.04 8.670.06
Ne++ 6.950.05 7.300.07 7.640.04 7.930.07
S+ 5.930.04 6.100.07 5.440.05 5.560.06
S++ 6.890.03 7.250.07 6.900.04 7.190.06
Cl+ 4.530.04 4.660.06 3.95+0:09
 0:12 4.06+0:09
 0:12
Cl++ 5.020.04 5.320.06 5.040.04 5.290.06
Cl3+   3.15: 3.35:
Ar++ 6.210.03 6.480.05 6.350.04 6.570.06
Ar3+ 3.690.09 4.010.10 4.15+0:12
 0:18 4.42+0:13
 0:18
Fe+ 4.61: 4.77: 4.05: 4.17:
Fe++ 5.580.04 5.910.06 5.240.06 5.510.08
aIn units of 12+log(X
m/H
+).
TABLE 7
N++/H+ RATIO FROM N II PERMITTED LINESa
M8 M17
I()/I(H) N++/H+ (10 5)b I()/I(H) N++/H+ (10 5)b
Mult. 0 (10 2) A B (10 2) A B
3 5666.64 0.0270.004 162 132 0.0380.007 224 183
5676.02 0.0150.004 185 154   
5679.56 0.0340.004 101 81 0.0780.009 233 192
5686.21 0.0090.003 176 145   
5710.76 0.0100.003 175 144 0.0120.005 218 177
Sum 131 111 232 192
5 4621.39 0.0220.004 24454 409 0.019: 216: 35:
4630.54 0.0280.005 7712 132 0.0550.015 15443 257
4643.06 0.0180.004 14032 235 0.022: 175: 28:
Sum 11611 192 15443 257
19 5001.3 0.0370.009 82 82   
20 4788.13 0.0140.004 1447391 288   
4803.29 0.0110.004 642214 134   
Sum 767188 154  
24 4994.37 0.0200.005 700200 3010   
28 5927.82 0.0140.004 3892973 4612   
5931.79 0.0200.004 2513452 305 0.0310.006 3889778 469
Sum 2946410 355 3893778 469
aOnly lines with intensity uncertainties lower than 40% have been considered.
bRecombination coecients from Kisielius & Storey (2002) for cases A and B.
only an estimation, and we have marked them with
colons in Table 6 due to their uncertainty.
The calculations for Fe++ have been done with
a 34-level model atom that uses collision strengths
from Zhang (1996) and the transition probabilities
of Quinet (1996). We have used [Fe III] lines which
do not seem aected by blends, 14 in the case of M8
and 5 in the case of M17. We have found an average
value and a standard deviation of Fe++/H+ = (3.78
 0.36)  10 7 for M8, and Fe++/H+ = (1.73 ©
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0.12)  10 7 for M17. Adding errors in Te and ne
we nally obtain 12 + log(Fe++/H+) = 5.58  0.04
and 5.24  0.06 for M8 and M17 respectively. The
Fe++ abundances are also included in Table 6.
7. IONIC ABUNDANCES OF HEAVY
ELEMENTS FROM RECOMBINATION LINES
EPTGR performed a detailed analysis of the
excitation mechanisms of permitted heavy element
lines in M8. In this work we have measured a large
number of permitted heavy element lines, but follow-
ing the study of EPTGR we have focused on the lines
which are excited purely by recombination. Nev-
ertheless, we are going to comment briey on the
N++/H+ ratio in both nebulae.
In Table 7 we show the N++/H+ ratios ob-
tained from permitted lines in M8 and M17. Grandi
(1976) argued that resonance uorescence by the
He I 508.64 recombination line is the dominant
mechanism to excite the 4s3P0 term of N II in the
Orion Nebula, and hence, it should be responsible
for the strengths of multiplets 3 and 5. Recently, Es-
calante & Morisset (2005), using tailored photoion-
ization models of the Orion Nebula, estimate that
the contribution of recombination to the intensity of
multiplet 3 (which is one of the least aected by u-
orescence eects of those reported in this work) is
about 20% of the total intensity of the line. Ad-
ditionally, we have measured a blend of two N II
lines of multiplet 19 at 5001.14, 5001.48. These
lines have upper levels 3d3F0
2;3 that are connected to
the ground state through weak dipole-allowed transi-
tions and could have an important uorescence con-
tribution (Bell, Hibbert, & Staord 1995); Escalante
& Morisset (2005) predicted that recombination con-
tributes 43% to the total intensity of these two
lines. Unfortunately, the only line of this multiplet
which is not aected by uorescence is the one at
5005.15, which is blended with the [O III] 5007
line. To test these theoretical predictions we have
computed the N++ abundance from the line of mul-
tiplet 19, taking into account the contribution by u-
orescence predicted by Escalante & Morisset (2005),
and compared it with the N++ abundance estimated
from the N+ abundances assuming CELs with t2 >
0.00 and the ionization correction factor for N. Also,
we have proceeded in the same way with multiplet
3, taking into account that only 20% of the of the
line intensities is due to recombination. In Table 8
we show the results obtained for M8 and M17 (this
work), NGC 3576 (Garc a-Rojas et al. 2004) and
the Orion Nebula (Esteban et al. 2004). For the
Orion Nebula and NGC 3576, we have considered
TABLE 8
COMPARISON OF N++/H+ RATIOS FROM
N II PERMITTED LINES
N
++/H
+ (10
 5)
a
Mult. M8 M17 Orion NGC 3576
3 2 8 2 2
19 3  3 4
3d   4f   4: 8
singlets   3: 7:
CELs
b 4 7 6 4
aM8 and M17: this work; Orion Nebula: Esteban
et al. (2004); NGC 3576: Garc a-Rojas et al. (2004).
Colons indicate uncertainties larger than 40%.
bN
++ abundance obtained assuming N/H = N
+/H
+
+ N
++/H
++, where N/H and N
+/H
+ were obtained
from CELs and assuming t
2 > 0.00.
also 3d 4f and singlet transitions, which cannot be
excited by resonant uorescence (see Grandi 1976;
Escalante & Morisset 2005). In principle, there is
better agreement among the abundances obtained
from these lines taking into account the considera-
tions by Escalante & Morisset (2005); nevertheless
there are some puzzling results: the only 3d   4f
transition detected in NGC 3576 shows the larger
deviation from the rest of the values, however, Es-
calante & Morisset (2005) proposed that there can
be another mechanisms responsible for the enhance-
ment of the intensity of these transitions, so we have
to consider the abundances derived from these lines
as high limits; also, from the comparison between
the recombination N++ abundances and the values
obtained from N+/H+ (CELs), the ICF and t2 in Ta-
ble 8 it can be seen that the agreement in M8, M17
and NGC 3576 is not very good, and that in Orion
is rather poor. Nevertheless, the CELs N++/H+ ra-
tio is very sensitive to the adopted ICF scheme, and
could be reduced by as much as a factor of 2 if the
adopted ICF scheme were the one of Peimbert &
Costero (1969). It is clear that the measurement
of pure N++ recombination lines (i.e. singlet tran-
sitions) could be very useful to constrain the tem-
perature uctuations scenario, and that much work
should be done in this sense, but it is beyond the
scope of this paper.
We have measured 16 permitted lines of C II in
the spectrum of M8 and 13 in the spectrum of M17.
Some of these lines (those of multiplets 6, 16.04,
17.02 and 17.04) are 3d   4f transitions and are, in©
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TABLE 9
C++/H+ RATIO FROM C II RECOMBINATION LINES
M8 M17
I()/I(H) C++/H+ (10 5)a I()/I(H) C++/H+ (10 5)a
Mult. 0 (10 2) A B (10 2) A B
2 6578.05 0.262  0.008b 300  9 50  2 0.358  0.018 408  20 69  3
3 7231.12 0.074  0.004 1241  67 18  1 0.129  0.009 2162  151 31  2
7236.19 0.112  0.004 1045  37 15  1 0.193  0.012 1800  112 26  2
Sum 1115  32 16  1 1929  90 27  1
4 3918.98 0.062  0.007 1210  137 385  43 0.043 : 820 : 260 :
3920.68 0.133  0.008 1290  78 410  25 0.086  0.023 826  223 264  71
Sum 1260  68 400  22 825  200 263  62
6 4267.26 0.222  0.009 20  1 20  1 0.580  0.035 54  3 53  3
16.04 6151.43 0.009  0.003 21  7  0.018  0.005 41  11 
17.02 9903.43 0.048  0.003 18  1  0.196  0.016c 68  3 
17.04 6461.95 0.025  0.004 22  4  0.050  0.007 44  6 
17.06 5342.38 0.011  0.004 19  7    
Adopted 20  1 48  3
aRecombination coecients from Davey, Storey, & Kisielius (2000) for cases A and B.
bAected by telluric emission lines.
cBlend with an unidentied line.
principle, excited by pure recombination (see Grandi
1976). In these transitions the abundances obtained
are case-independent, so we have taken the mean of
the values obtained for these transitions as our nal
adopted C++/H+ ratio (the adopted lines are pre-
sented in boldface in Table 9). The result for the
case-sensitive multiplet 3 gives a C++ abundance
for case B which is rather consistent with the one
adopted here. We have used the eective recombi-
nation coecients computed by Davey et al. (2000)
for the abundance calculations. The dispersion of
the abundances obtained from the dierent lines is
very small, except in the case of C II 9903.43 line
in M17, whose intensity seems to be aected by an
unknown feature. The nal results are in excellent
agreement with those obtained by EPTGR for M8
(C++/H+ = 1.9  10 4) and by EPTG and Tsamis
et al. (2003) for M17 (C++/H+ = 4.9  10 4 and 4.4
 10 4, respectively). The complete sets of derived
individual C++/H+ ratios as well as the adopted one
are shown in Table 9.
The O+ abundance was derived from the O I
7771.94 line, the only line of multiplet 1 that is
not severely aected by telluric lines. This multi-
plet is case-independent and is produced mainly by
recombination because it corresponds to a quintu-
plet transition, and the ground level is a triplet. We
have also computed the O+/H+ ratio from the O I
8446.48 line of the multiplet 4, but Grandi (1975)
showed that starlight may contribute signicantly
to the observed strength of the line, which is sup-
ported by the fact that the O+/H+ ratio implied
by this line is between one and two orders of mag-
nitude larger. The eective recombination coe-
cients were obtained from two sources: P equignot,
Petitjean, & Boisson (1991) and Escalante & Vic-
tor (1992). Though the results are very similar, we
adopted the mean of the abundances obtained with
the two dierent coecients. Our results are pre-
sented in Table 10. The O+ abundance that we have
obtained for M8 is larger by a factor of 2 than that
obtained by EPTGR; whereas, as pointed out below,
the O++ abundance derived from RLs is almost co-
incident in the two works, leading us to propose that
the abundance of O+ derived from the O I 7771.96
line by EPTGR was underestimated by a factor of 2,
because of the lower spectral resolution and signal-
to-noise ratio of their data. The O+ abundance ob-
tained for M17 from the 7771.94 line is very uncer-
tain because it is partially blended with a strong sky
emission line.
We have detected several O II lines in our data.
Our spectra of M8 and M17 present signicantly
higher signal-to-noise than those published before by
EPTGR and EPTG, and the number of lines to de-
rive the O++/H+ ratio has increased. The lower
uncertainties and the similarity of the abundances
obtained from the dierent lines imply that our O II©
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TABLE 10
O+/H+ RATIO FROM O I PERMITTED LINES
M8 M17
I()/I(H) O
+/H
+ (10
 5)
a I()/I(H) O
+/H
+ (10
 5)
a
Mult. 0 (10
 2) A B (10
 2) A B
1 7771.94 0.029  0.003 39  4 / 30  3  0.025  0.005
b 33  7 / 25  5 
4 8446.48
b 0.433  0.017 2454  96/1657  6 493  9/372  15 0.156  0.011 890  62/593  42 179  13/134  9
Adopted 34  5 29  6
aRecombination coecients from P equignot et al. (1991)/Escalante & Victor (1992) for cases A and B.
bBlended with telluric emission lines.
4600 4620 4640 4660 4680
1
2
3
4
4600 4620 4640 4660 4680
0.6
0.8
1
1.2
Fig. 5. Sections of the echelle spectrum of M8 and M17
showing all the lines of multiplet 1 of O II.
recombination spectra are more reliable than those
of EPTG and EPTGR. Figure 5 shows the high qual-
ity of the spectrum in the zone of multiplet 1 of O II.
This gure can be compared with Figure 1 of Garc a-
Rojas et al. (1998), which shows the same spectral
zone, and a direct comparison of the quality of the
spectra can be made. O++/H+ ionic abundance ra-
tios are presented in Table 11. We have used the
same atomic data as inGarc a-Rojas et al. (2004) and
we have corrected for the departure from local ther-
modynamic equilibrium (LTE) of the upper levels of
the transitions of multiplet 1 of O II for densities ne
< 10000 cm 3, which was pointed out by Tsamis
et al. (2003) and Ruiz, Peimbert, Peimbert, & Este-
ban (2003). Peimbert et al. (2005) proposed an em-
pirical formulation to re-calculate those populations.
We have applied this NLTE correction to our data,
and we have obtained a very good agreement be-
tween the abundances derived from individual lines
of multiplet 1 and the abundance derived using the
sum of all the lines, which is expected not to be af-
fected by this eect, and with abundances derived
from multiplets 2 and 10, which are almost case-
independent. The only detection of a 3d 4f transi-
tion {which are insensitive to optical depth eects{
in the spectrum of M8, is a line that is blended with
a C II line, so its intensity is not reliable. Therefore,
we have adopted as representative of the O++/H+
ratio the average of the values given by multiplets 1,
2 and 10. The O++/H+ ratio that we have obtained
here for M8 is in very good agreement with the one
obtained by EPTGR (O++/H+ = 2.1  10 4); on
the other hand, for M17, the O++ abundance de-
rived here is somewhat lower than those obtained by
EPTGR (O++/H+ = 5.5  10 4) and Tsamis et al.
(2003) (O++/H+ = 5.7  10 4), but this is probably
due to the dierent slit size (in the case of EPTG)
or to the dierent slit position (in the case of Tsamis
et al. 2003, whose slit is centered about 10 south of
our slit center).
8. TOTAL ABUNDANCES
To derive the total gaseous abundances we have
to correct for the unseen ionization stages by using a
set of ICFs. We have adopted the same scheme used
in Garc a-Rojas et al. (2005) and Garc a-Rojas et al.
(2006).
The total abundances for N, O, Ne, S, Cl, Ne and
Fe have been derived using CELs and an ICF, for
t2=0.00 and t2>0.00. For C we have computed the
total abundance from the C++ abundance derived
from RLs and an ICF derived from photoionization
models by Garnett et al. (1999); for M8, we have also
considered the ICF obtained from the C+/H+ ratio
obtained from IUE observations of the  [C II] 2326
line. For M8 we have derived also the O/H ratio
by adopting O++/H+ and O+/H+ from RLs. For
M17 we have computed the total oxygen abundance,
adopting O++/H+ from RLs and O+/H+ from CELs©
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TABLE 11
O++/H+ RATIO FROM O II RECOMBINATION LINESa
I()/I(H) O
++/H
+ (10
 5)
Mult. 0 (10
 2) A B C
M8
1
b 4638.85 0.034  0.005 31  4/21  3 30  4/20  3 
4641.81 0.043  0.005 16  2/18  2 16  2/17  2 
4649.14 0.041  0.005 9  1/13  2 8  1/13  2 
4650.84 0.032  0.005 31  5/19  2 30  5/18  2 
4661.64 0.036  0.005 29  4/20  3 28  4/19  2 
4673.73    
4676.24 0.016  0.004 18  5/19  4 17  5/19  4 
Sum 18  1 17  1 
2 4317.14 0.011  0.004 22  8 16  6 
4319.55 0.008 : 15 : 11 : 
4345.56
c 0.022  0.005 41  9 29  6 
4349.43 0.020  0.005 14  3 10  2 
4366.89 0.015  0.004 25  7 18  5 
Sum 19  3 13  1 
10
d 4069.62 0.067  0.007 26  3/26  3  
4069.89
4072.15 0.032  0.006 13  2/13  2  
4075.86    
Sum 20  1/20  1  
15
e 4590.97 0.005 : 29 : 29 : 
Sum 29 : 29 : 
19
d 4121.48 0.012  0.005 1002  391/746  291 38  15/42  16 38  15/40  15
4132.80 0.014  0.005 626  220/474  166 24  8/25  9 24  8/23  8
4153.30 0.028  0.005 927  176/810  154 35  7/35  7 35  7/33  6
Sum 844  143/678  115 32  5/33  6 32  5/31  5
3d-4f 4491.23
c 0.011  0.004  70  26 
Adopted 17  1
M17
1
b 4638.85 0.093  0.018 85  16/49  9 82  16/47  9 
4641.81 0.128  0.019 48  7/56  8 47  7/54  8 
4649.14 0.123  0.018 26  4/57  9 25  4/55  8 
4650.84 0.100  0.018 98  18/48  9 95  17/46  8 
4661.64 0.119  0.018 97  15/55  8 94  14/54  8 
4673.73 0.022 : 116:/57: 112:/55: 
4676.24 0.044  0.014 48  15/55  18 46  15/53  17 
Sum 53  4 51  4 
2 4317.14 0.061  0.018 119  36 84  25 
4319.55 0.037 : 72 : 51 : 
4345.56
c 0.088  0.020 163  37 116  27 
4349.43 0.066  0.018 49  14 35  10 
4366.89 0.030 : 48 : 34 : 
Sum 68  12 48  9 
10
d 4069.62 0.190  0.027 75  11/73  10  
4069.89
4072.15 0.091  0.022 38  9/38  9  
4075.86 0.087  0.022 25  6/25  6  
Sum 44  5/43  5  
19
d 4121.48    
4132.80    
4153.30 0.092  0.021 3105  715/2714  625 117  27/118  27 117  27/110  25
Sum 3105  715/2714  625 117  27/118  27 117  27/110  25
Adopted 48  2
aOnly lines with intensity uncertainties lower than 40% have been considered. Recombination coecients are those
of Storey (1994) for cases A and B unless otherwise stated.
bNot corrected from NLTE eects/corrected form NLTE eects (see text).
cBlend.
dValues for LS coupling (Storey 1994)/intermediate coupling (Liu et al. 1995).
eDielectronic recombination rates by Nussbaumer & Storey (1984).©
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TABLE 12
TOTAL GASEOUS ABUNDANCES
M8 M17
Element t
2=0.000 t
2=0.0400.004 t
2=0.000 t
2=0.0330.005
He
a 11.010.03 10.970.03 10.970.01 10.970.01
C
b 8.61/8.690.09 8.70/8.690.09 8.770.04 8.770.04
N 7.720.03 7.960.06 7.620.12 7.870.13
O 8.510.05 8.730.05 8.520.04 8.760.05
O
c 8.710.04 8.710.04 8.760.04 8.760.04
Ne 7.810.12 8.030.13 7.740.07 8.010.09
S 6.940.03 7.280.06 7.010.04 7.330.06
Cl
d 5.140.04 5.410.06 5.08/5.060.04 5.32/5.300.06
Ar 6.520.04 6.690.07 6.390.14 6.590.15
Fe 5.690.08 6.040.09 5.870.12 6.220.14
aFor M8: ICF(He) from Peimbert & Torres-Peimbert (1977).
bFor M8: ICF from a [C II] UV line/ICF from Garnett et al (1999).
cFor M8: O
++/H
+ and O
+/H
+ from RLs. For M17: O
++/H
+ from RLs and O
+/H
+ from CELs and t
2.
dFor M17: from Cl
+/H
++Cl
++/H
++Cl
3+/H
+. For M8: ICF(Cl) from Peimbert & Torres-Peimbert (1977).
and t2>0.00, because O+/H+ from RLs was not re-
liable (see x 7). In Table 12 we present the adopted
total abundances for M8 and M17.
9. DETECTION OF DEUTERIUM BALMER
LINES IN M8 AND M17
H ebrard et al. (2000) reported the detection of
deuterium Balmer lines in the spectrum of M8, but
they did not nd these features in M17. In M8 these
authors detected from D to D. We have detected
several weak features in the blue wings of H I Balmer
lines in M8 {from H to H{ and in M17 {from H
to H{ (see Figures 6 and 7). The apparent shifts
in radial velocity of these lines with respect to the
H I ones are  87:6 km s 1 for M8 and  78:5 km s 1
for M17, which are similar to the isotopic shift of
deuterium,  81:6 km s 1.
For M8, these weak features could be discarded as
high-velocity components of hydrogen following the
criteria established by H ebrard et al. (2000) to iden-
tify D I lines: (a) they are narrower than the H I line,
probably because D I lines arise from much colder
material in the photon-dominated region (PDR); (b)
there are no similar high velocity components asso-
ciated to bright lines of other ions. Furthermore, the
Balmer decrement of these lines follows closely the
standard uorescence models by O'Dell, Ferland, &
Henney (2001) for the Orion nebula (see Table 13),
indicating that uorescence should be the main ex-
citation mechanism of the D I lines. The dierence
of the apparent shift in radial velocity measured for
these lines with respect to the isotopic shift of deu-
terium (see above) is probably due to relative mo-
tions of the gas in the photon-dominated region or
-150 -100 -50 0 50 100
10
15
20
10
15
8
10
12
7
8
9
10
11
8
10
12
D I H I
Velocity (km/s)
Fig. 6. Wings of H to H in M8. The H I lines are
centered at 0 km s
 1 velocity. The dotted line of the left
correspond to the average wavelength adopted for the D I
lines.
PDR {where the deuterium Balmer lines are sup-
posed to be formed{ with respect to the main emit-
ting layer of the nebula. Table 13 shows the main
characteristics of the D I Balmer lines in M8.
H ebrard et al. (2000) identied the weak features
in the blue wings of H I Balmer lines in M17 as high
velocity components of hydrogen, mainly because of
the presence of very similar features in the wings of
[N II], [O II] and [O III] lines.©
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Fig. 7. Same as Figure 6, for M17. It is not clear that
these features could be D I lines (see text).
TABLE 13
DEUTERIUM BALMER LINE PROPERTIES IN
M8
Line Velocity FWHM D I FWHM H I D I/H I ratio
shift (km s
 1) (km s
 1) (km s
 1) (10
 4)
  87:3 < 10: 24 2.9  0.2
  87:6 < 10: 19 3.6  0.5
  87:7 < 10: 19 4.1  1.0
  87:7 < 10: 19 6.5  2.0
  87:6 < 10: 19 8.8  3.0
From our data we do not have a clear-cut case be-
cause: (a) the width of the H I blue-shifted feature
(HBSF) is narrow, like in typical Balmer D I lines;
(b) we cannot compare the ratios of HBSF/H I with
the standard uorescence models of D I Balmer lines
by O'Dell et al. (2001); in principle the ratios seem to
t the model, but errors are so high that it might be
possible for the HBSF/H I ratios to be constant (see
Table 14); and (c) two [O III] lines {4959, 5007{,
two [Ar III] lines {7135, 7751{ and two [S III] lines
{9069, 9531{ present blue counterparts at about
74, 77 and 78 km s 1 respectively, which dier by
only a few km s 1 from the average shift of the blue
shifted H I lines (see Figure 8 [top]). These counter-
parts are not detected in the wings of [N II], [O II]
and [S II] lines (see Figure 8 [bottom]).
Table 14 shows the main characteristics of the
HBSFs in M17.
TABLE 14
H I BLUE-SHIFTED FEATURE PROPERTIES IN
M17
Line Velocity FWHM HBSF FWHM H I HBSF/H I ratio
shift (km s
 1) (km s
 1) (km s
 1) (10
 4)
H  78:6 < 10: 26 3.9  0.4
H  77:7 < 10: 25 4.2  1.3
H  78:7 < 10: 25 5.3 :
H  78:9 < 10: 25 11.7 :
From a simple visual inspection of Figure 8 com-
paring the width and central wavelength of the blue
components of H and some forbidden lines, it is
possible for the HBSFs to be a blend of D I emission
and a blushifted high-velocity H I component, but
with the available constraints we cannot guarantee
it.
10. COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS
ABUNDANCE DETERMINATIONS
From the comparison of our data of M8{HGS
with those published by EPTGR, it seems that a
small dierence in the volume covered by the slit in
this zone is sucient to change signicantly the ion-
ization degree of the gas; this fact was also pointed
out by S anchez & Peimbert (1991). This is because
the emission comes from a range of densities, temper-
atures, degrees of ionization and sometimes extinc-
tions within the column of gas. Nonetheless, total
abundances should be invariant. In particular, the
total oxygen abundance is not aected by the un-
certainty of using an ICF because all the stages of
ionization of this element have been detected in our
optical spectra. In Table 15 we show the comparison
between total abundances obtained in this work and
those obtained in previous works for M8 and M17.
Uncertainties reported in previous works for the total
abundances are about 0.1 dex or even larger; taking
into account the heterogeneity of the error criteria
among the dierent works we have adopted errors of
about 0.1 dex in this work.
The total abundances of M8 are in quite good
agreement with those derived by EPTGR, within the
uncertainties and taking into account that the ICFs
for neon and argon (which present the largest de-
viations from our data) are reported as uncertain.
Also, the ICF scheme and the atomic data used by
EPTGR for iron are dierent from those used here.
Making use of our atomic data and ICF scheme, the
abundances obtained with the EPTGR data lead to
a much better agreement (see Table 15). We have
proceeded in a similar way with the data of Peim-©
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Fig. 8. Same as Figure 6, for the wings of H, [O III]
5007, [Ar III] 7135, and [S III]9531 (top) and [O II]
3726, [S II] 6716, and [N II]6548 (bottom) in M17.
The dotted line correspond to the average wavelength
adopted for the blue-shifted H I lines.
bert et al. (1993) and Rodr guez (1999a,b), reaching
the same conclusions.
The abundances of M17 are in good agreement,
within the errors, with those derived by EPTG, Pe-
imbert et al. (1992), Rodr guez (1999b) and Tsamis
et al. (2003). The large dierences among the dier-
ent works are probably due to the dierent sets of
atomic data and ICFs used. Proceeding in the same
way as in M8 we have recomputed the abundances
for M17 using our atomic data and ICF scheme; in
this case the dierences with the previous calcula-
tions are of the order of 0.1 dex. Therefore, we
can conclude that errors in the line intensities are
not responsible for the dierences among abundances
of these elements by dierent authors (both in M8
and M17) and we emphasize the robustness of the
abundances determined for these objects, bearing in
mind the uncertainties due to atomic data and ICF
schemes (see Table 15).
11. SUMMARY
We present new echelle spectroscopy in the 3100{
10450  A range of the Hourglass Nebula in M8 and a
bright rim of M17.
We have determined the physical conditions of
M8 and M17 making use of a large number of diag-
nostic line ratios.
We have derived ionic abundances from CELs as
well as C++/H+ and O++/H+ ratios making use of
RLs in these nebulae. The ionic abundances ob-
tained from RLs are in very good agreement with
those obtained in previous works.
The very good agreement between our results {
that have been obtained making use of state-of-the-
art atomic data{ and the best abundance determina-
tions from the literature for M8 and M17 allow us to
conclude that the total abundances of these nebulae
are very well established.
We have obtained an average t2 of 0.040  0.004
for M8 and 0.033  0.005 for M17, values rather sim-
ilar to those derived in previous works for these two
nebulae. Also, the excellent agreement among the t2
values obtained by independent methods is remark-
able. This behavior is consistent with the tempera-
ture uctuations scenario.
We conrm the detection of deuterium Balmer
emission lines in M8 and possibly in M17, although
in this case there seems to be an accidental contami-
nation of a blueshifted high-velocity H I component.
JGR would like to thank the members of
the Instituto de Astronom a, Universidad Nacional
Aut onoma de M exico, and of the Instituto Nacional
de Astrof sica,  Optica y Electr onica (INAOE), for
their always warm hospitality. This work has been
partially funded by the Spanish Ministerio de Cien-
cia y Tecnolog a (MCyT) under project AYA2001-
0436 and AYA2004-07466. MP received partial
support from Conacyt (grant 46904). MR ac-
knowledges support from Mexican Conacyt project
J37680-E. MTR received partial support from FON-
DAP(15010003) and Fondecyt(1010404).©
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TABLE 15
COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS DETERMINATIONSa
M8 M17
Element (1) (2) (3) (4)
c (1) (4)
d (5) (6) (7)
N 7.720.03 7.68 7.75 7.60 7.620.12 7.50 7.59 7.55 7.57
O 8.510.05 8.49 8.54 8.43 8.520.04 8.53 8.51 8.51 8.55
Ne 7.810.12 7.76 7.83  7.740.07  7.81 7.78 7.79
S 6.940.03 6.96 7.03 6.95 7.010.04 6.99 7.03 6.84 7.05
Cl 5.140.04 5.21  5.20 5.060.04 5.02 5.03 5.03 5.07
Ar 6.520.04 6.53 6.48 6.60 6.390.14 6.36 6.26 6.35 6.39
Fe 5.690.08 5.80  5.72 5.870.12 5.75  5.88 
aIn units of 12+log(X/H). Abundances have been recomputed using our atomic data and ICF scheme (see text).
b(1) This work; (2) EPTG; (3) Peimbert et al. (1993); (4) Rodr guez (1999a,b); (5) Tsamis et al. (2003); (6)
EPTGR; (7) Peimbert et al. (1992).
cThese data are an average of the total abundances obtained in the two slit positions located southwards of the
Hourglass.
dThese data are an average of the results obtained in three slit positions in M17.
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